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Stumbo files suit over university appointments
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(API — Two of
the state's top elected officials are
heading to court to resolve a dispute
over the political makeup of governing
boards at Kentucky's public universities.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher has appointed
more Republicans than Democrats to
the boards, and Attorney General Greg
Stumbo contends that's a violation of
state law.

Stumbo,
"proportional representation of the two
Democrat, filed a law- leading political parties" based on voter
suit on Wednesday registration. Kentucky has more regisasking a judge to tered Democrats than Republicans.
weigh in on whether
"I think it's a simple problem to
the Republican gover- remedy," Stumbo said dunng a news
nor has complied with conference at the Capitol where he
state law in making announced the filing of the lawsuit.
appointments at sever- "You can't just obey the laws you
al state universities.
choose to obey. This governor has yet
In the lawsuit, to learn that lesson."
Stumbo
Stumbo argued that
Stumbo and Fletcher have been at
Fletcher has violated a law requiring odds in the past. Stumbo helped lead an

investigation into the Fletcher administration's hiring practices. That investigation led to an indictment against the
first-term governor on charges of political patronage.
The indictment was dismissed in a
negotiated agreement with prosecutors.
Fletcher claims the investigation was
politically motivated by Stumbo.
Fletcher's general counsel, David
Fleenor, said the governor followed the
law in making the appontments.
"This lawsuit is vintage Stumbo,
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AG candidate
Conway says
drugs, Internet
are key issues

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Ethan Graham, a fourth-grade student in Megan Jones class at Murray Middle School, was excited to see the centipede being
shown to the class Wednesday by Marcelle Gianelloni, curator of education with the Louisville Zoo. Representatives of the zoo
presented an informative and entertaining study on "Creepy Crawlies." The visit was part of the "Zoo to You" program, where
the zoo reaches out to youth across the state

By TOM BERRY
Staff Water
Calloway
and
County
Murray Independent schools
met 100 percent of reading and
math academic goals during the
2006-07 school year under the
federal No Child Left Behind
law. According to scores
released Wednesday by the
Department
Kentucky
of
Education, Calloway County
High School, Murray High
School, Murray Middle School
and Calloway County Middle
School. as well as East. North
and Southwest Calloway elementary schools, met all
Adequate Yearly Progress
(AYE') goals in both subjects
The NCLB measures academic progress at the fourth,
eighth and 11th grade levels.
Under the NCLB, a school or a
district must meet 1(10 percent
of its target goals to qualify as
having accomplished AN'P
progress
Calloway
County
Superintendent Steve Hoskins

being politically motivated," Fleenor
said in a statement. "As we have stated
before, the attorney general's claim is
neither grounded in fact nor warranted
by law. We will file an appropriate
response which will likely include a
request for the court to impose sanctions."
Stumbo had asked the governor in a
letter to voluntarily rectify the situation

said he's proud
of
progress
made by students
and
teachers with
the
support
provided by
staff and parents and looks
forward
to
repeating the
performance in

2008.
"I am pleased that we have
met all our goals for this reporting penod, but not satisfied
enough to relax our efforts to
improve for next year,- he said.
Eleanor Mills. assistant
supenntendent for curnculum
and instruction for Murray
Independent Schools, said the
scores indicate MISD students
are well above the required proficiency percentage in reading
and math
"Additionally, we also met
the annual measurable objective
for each school within our distnct. while also seeing a signifi-

cant increase from last year's
progress report," she said. "Our
students are exceptional and
continue to demonstrate positive
growth and we
are pleased to
know our intervention plans
are evidencing
success. We are
also proud to
have supportive parents at
school
and
home to assist
ps
us in reaching
the goal of on 100 percent proficiency.According to KDE officials,
each school achieved the following number of goals:
— Murray High: 10 of 10.
— Calloway High: 10 of 10.
-- Calloway Middle: 10 of
I O.
— Murray Middle: 16 of 16.
— East Calloway: 10 of 10.
— North Calloway: 10 of 10.
— Southwest Calloway: 9 of
9.

Although
Murray
Elementary School students do
not participate directly. the
school lays the groundwork for
fourth graders at Murray Middle
School.
Some of the goals schools are
expected to achieve are based on
grade level; however goals all
the schools have in common
include reading and math
scores, the number of students
participating, participation and
academic progress based on ethnicity. English proficiency and
achievement of students in the
Free or Reduced School Lunch
Program and those with disabilities.
The number of goals for
which each school is responsible
is based on whether the school
has enough students in a category (i.e low-income) to qualify
for testing. Categories measured include academic progress
in both race and socio-economic
classifications which are meas-

III See Page 2A

3-DAY FORECAST

Watch for our

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
"Shake a lot of hands. Give
Staff Writer
some speeches. Get my mesJack Conway noticed the sage out," Conway said of his
crisp morning air and then time leading up to the first
greeted supporters with his Tuesday in November. The
message of helping people as local Democratic party hosted a
the state's top prosecutor and meet-and-greet breakfast for
chief consumer and environ- Conway on Wednesday at its
mental advocate.
headquarters in what used to be
Conway,
38,
faces Twin Lakes.
Conway's message varies
Republican Rep. Stan Lee in the
attorney general's race on the across all the disciplines for
Nov. 6 ballot. Either way, which the state's attorney genthere's going to be change at the eral is responsible.
On Conway's agenda is thc
AG post because incumbent
Greg Stumbo lost his bid as state's drug problem: He said
Bruce Lunsford's running mate what he's hearing from western
in the Democratic gubernatorial Kentucky law enforcement officers is while there are less
primary contest.
"Voters are just becoming methamphetamine labs, more
focused on the race — not just crystal meth is being shipped in.
the governor's race, but my race He wants to shut down that
too," Conway said Wednesday pipeline.
morning at the Calloway
Then there are Internet
County Democratic Party head- crimes. Conway, who served as
quarters on Main Street. "... legal counsel in former Gov.
People are ready for a change. Paul Patton's administration
They're ready for a new set of from 1995-2001, talked about
leaders."
creating a division within his
With Labor Day passing and office to focus on cracking
the weather turning cooler. down on child pornography and
Conway said campaign season other sex-related solicitation as
is in full swing. He spent the well as identify theft and scams.
past couple of days traveling
-The modern culture presthrough the Purchase area. He ents challenges for parents,"
plans to spend the next two Conway said. But the older popmonths doing more of the same
throughout the state.
•See Page 3A

KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger & Times

Democratic attorney general candidate Jack Conway, right,
talks with Dan Lavit during a meet-and-greet breakfast
Wednesday morning at the Calloway County Democratic
Party headquarters on Main Street. Conway faces Republican
state Rep Stan Lee on the Nov. 6 ballot.
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III Local schools ...
ciency goal and are confident
From Front
we are on the path to meeting
that goals," she said.
ured separately 45 well as those
Hoskins pointed out that
with learning disabilities and
in the testing schedule
changes
classified in a low-income catethis year at Calloway will chalgory
lenge students and teachers with
The scores . are based on
already in place to
strategies
results of the Kentucky Core
help achieve academic success.
test
Content Test
At CCHS. the new Freshman
Other factors include high
Focus program and "academic
school graduation rates. English
lunch" for students needing
proficiency among minority
extra attention on their studies
groups and the number of stushould help boost scores for
dents with disabilities. If schools
next year. CCMS has targeted
die riot meet academic accountamath for emphasis in 2007-08.
bility at the elementary and midUsing a daytime waiver with
dle school lesels or graduation
the Extended School Services
rates at the high school lesel or
(ESS) program for tutoring has
did not tem at least 9S percent (it
put more teachers into the classall enrolled students and each
room at C'CMS and all three elesub-population of sufficient
mentary schools in the district.
size, the school is c onsidered to
according to a news release
from David Dowdy, public
information coordinator for
Calloway County Schools. The
extra teachers, armed with the
A• computer curriculum, allow
a plan of instruction to be customized for each student's
needs.
At East and Southwest
Elementary schools, the "Read
to Achieve" grant provides extra
attention for primary students
struggling to master basic reading skills.
"We are already testing students for this school year using
the Measures of Academic
Progress(MAP)test which is a
computchzed adaptive test to
reflect the instructional level of
each student and measure
growth over time," said Randy
McCallon, assistant superintendent for the Calloway titsinct. -This assessment allows
GREG TRAviStedger I Times
our teachers to focus on the
CONTINUING EDUCATION: Calloway County Middle School diverse needs of each student
Pnncipal Tawnya Hunter. left discusses the school's daily and to offer extra help where
operations Wednesday morning with Hiroyuki Okazaki, a
According to an Associated
Japanese professor of English education Okazaki is a member of a delegation of Japanese educators who have been Press report Wednesday, KDE
officials reported that 75 percent
visiting schools in the community
have missed its AYP in both
reading and math
Mills said MISD officials are
pleased with progress made by
each of the district's sub-population
"Our goal at MISD is for
every student to he proficient or
above," she said."We continually strive to implement and provide strategies and interventions
to make this a reality. Each year
the bar is raised higher and we
are pleased our students are
motivated to meet and exceed
that expectation."
She said the district's staff is
dedicated to matching strategies
and programs to meet student
needs and are to be commended
for their "excellent" efforts.
"We continue to push forward in
meeting the 100 percent profi-
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Calloway Circuit Court
The grand just handed down the following indictments last week
Murray. was indictFor more infor- • Kalisha R Belcher, 22, of Sycamore Street in
forgery. seven counts of theft
mation about the ed for nine counts of second-degree
counts of second-degree
2007 No Child by unlawful taking less than $300, four
instrument, three counts of theft by
Left Behind test- cnminal possession of a forged
and one count third-degree burglaing results for unlawful taking less than $300
Department Detective Dave Howe told the grand
Police
Murray
ry.
Murray
fury the charges were for unlawfully signing Adam Scott's name to
Independent and
seven checks and Derek Belcher's to two, stealing money in varyCalloway County ing amounts from Scott, unlawfully possessing three of Martha
go
schools
Belcher's checks that had been forged and one from Mur-Cal
online to each Realty, stealing property belonging to Martha and Derek Belcher
district's Web site and unlawfully entenng Mur-Cal Realty The offense occurred
a
throughout July
www murray.k12 • Stickle N. Brown, 26. of West Main Street in Murray, was indicted
ky.us or www.cal- on four counts of second-degree cnminal possession of a forged
loway k12 ky us instrument and one count of third degree burglary. MPD Detective
Or contact school Dave Howe said Brown unlawfully entered Mur-Cal Realty in July
with Belcher and also possessed four checks from the company
offices
board
For a complete that had been forged.
report of test • Heather Bramley, 25, of North Sixth Street in Murray. was indictcocaine and
scores and a ed for first-degree wanton endangerment for ingesting
Probation officer
comparison with marijuana while eight-months pregnant in August.
directly to the grand jury, meaning
other districts in Chris Hendricks took the case
for the offense.
arrested
been
previously
hadn't
she
the region and
North 16th Street in Murray, was indicted
of
29,
Crass,
Knstopher
•
G ross, the
go
state
subjecting
spokes- online to the on two counts of first-degree sexual abuse for unlawfully
contact. MPD Detective Dave
sexual
to
12
than
younger
minor
a
woman for Kentucky
took the case directly to the grand jury.
K DE
of Howe
Department
• Bradley J. Dixon, 26, of Brooklyn Dnve in Murray, was indicted on
"Where we Education Web
three counts of third-degree terroristic threatening and one count
have con- site at www.ken- each of fourth-degree assault, alcohol intoxication, second-degree
cerns are the tuckyschools.orgi disorderly conduct, resisting arrest and first-degree fleeing and
schools that KDE.
evading. MPD officer Cabot Grogan presented the Aug. 5 case to
the grand jury, testifying about him hitting Ashley Dollins in her face,
don't seem
fleeing from officers on toot and threatening Grogan and fellow offito be makJohn Cooper.
ing a lot of improvement. We cers Brandon Slice and
Dixon waived his arraignment Monday and pled innocent. He's
will be increasing our resource
scheduled for a pre-tnal conference Oct. 19.
base for those schools."
• Wendell W. Edmonson, 34, of South Walnut Street in Dexter, was
Eighty-six of 175 school dis- indicted on two counts of theft by unlawful taking more than $300.
tricts an the state met all their MPD Detective Dave Howe told the grand Jury Edmonson took a
target goals while 166 school vehicle belonging to Lillie's Body Shop and heating and air units
districts met 80 percent or more. belonging to Parker Ford on June 7.
Street in Murray, was indicted on
Signed into law in January • Keith A Doughty. 49. of Olive
two counts of first-degree trafficking in a controlled substance.
to
states
requires
2002. NCLB
Murray Police Department Detective Chris Garland testified to the
provide information on school- grand jury that Doughty sold methamphetamine two times in June.
and district progress toward pro- •Sharon 1‹. Feezor, 44, of Mayfield. was indicted for second-degree
ficiency by 2014: however each cnminal possession of a forged instrument for having a check
belonging to Mitchell or Shelia Ward that had been forged.
state uses its own standards and
assessments to make the annual Calloway County Sheriff's Detective Sgt. Samantha Mighell testified
to the grand jury about the July 3 case.
determinations.
Feezor waived her arraignment and pled innocent when she was in
All reported NCLB scores In
court Monday She's scheduled for a pre-tnal conference Oct. 19.
Kentucky are modified to the • Gregory L Garland, 47, of Alex Forks Road in Kirksey, was indict140-point CATS system scale ed for possession of manjuana, first-degree possession of a conwith 100 points considered trolled substance (methamphetamine), second-degree possession
-proficient." KDE officials have of a controlled substance (Xanax), possession of drug paraphernaset a goal for all students to lia, failure to register his motorboat and fishing without a license.
jury
reach proficiency in all subject Kentucky Fish & Wildlife officer Brad Lowe testified to the grand
from a July 22 incident.
stemming
charges
the
about
levels by 2014.
Garland waived his arraignment Monday and pled innocent. He's
Penalties for not meeting
scheduled for a pre-tnal conference Oct. 19.
requirements • Kila D. Gamer, 26, of North Cherry Street in Murray. was indicted
measurable
include a required school choice for possession of marijuana, possession of drug paraphernalia and
program, revision of the trafficking near a school building. Calloway County Sheriff's
school's academic plans, offers Detective Tye Jackson testified that she had less than 8 ounces of
manjuana and items used for consumption and packaging near
of supplemental support from
the state, implementation of cor- Murray Middle School during a traffic stop on July 3.
Monday. Garner waived her arraignment and pled innocent.
rective actions, and a required On
She's scheduled for a pre-tnal conference Oct. 19.
plan or implementation of alter- •Larry B. Gentry. 27. of New Concord, was indicted for that-degree
native governance. Penalties are wanton endangerment, third-degree assault and first-offense drivassessed and applied based on ing under the influence, all of which stemmed from a July 5 investithe number of years in which a gated by Calloway County Sheriff's Department Lt. Richard Steen
school fails to meet academic • George Haynes, 25. of Mayfield, was indicted on two counts of
third-degree rape for engaging in sexual intercourse with a minor
objectives.
younger than 16 in two instances in June MPD Detective Dave
Howe presented the case to the grand jury.
Haynes appeared in court Monday and entered an innocent plea.
He's scheduled for a pre-trial conference Oct. 19.
• Anne Jinner, 30. of Vine Street in Murray, was indicted for making
a false statement about her income to obtain employment benefits
NOTICE
worth $3,522 between November 2005 and January 2007.
• The Calloway County Investigator Keith Martin directly submitted the case to the grand
will
meet
Board of Education
jury
at 6 p m at Calloway County Jinner pled innocent Monday when she waived her arraignment.
High School Among the She's scheduled for a pre-tnal conference Oct. 19.
agenda items are recogni- • Dustin J. Larue, 22, of Karen Faye Lane in Hardin, was indicted
tions, approval of a re-roofing for possession of a methamphetamine precursor for unlawfully havproject change-order and ing pseudoephednne in Apnl. Kentucky Stale Police Trooper D.J.
approval of a joint petition for Thomas testified before the grand Jury
agreed case as provided in • Bruce Lennox. 33. of Coldwater Road en Murray, was indicted for
February 2007 amended and first-degree criminal mischief, theft by unlawful taking more than
extended memorandum of $300 and first-degree persistent felony offender. The cnminal misCalloway chief and theft charges stem from a July 8 incident dunng which he
agreement for
County Schools and Murray damaged and stole property belonging to Boone's Inc.
Lennox waived his arraignment and pled innocent Monday.
Independent Schools
•The Murray City Council • Ricky Don Overbey, 47. of North Robertson Road in Murray. was
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at city indicted for receiving stolen property more than $300, possession
and thirdhall The agenda includes of a handgun by a convicted felon. fourth-degree assault
Sheriff's Lt. Richard
County
intoxication
Calloway
alcohol
offense
Tourism Director Lindsay
testified to the grand jury about the July 2 case.
Geib. the second readings of Steen
Overbey waived his arraignment and pled innocent Monday. He's
the two tax ordinances and
scheduled for a pre-tnal conference Oct. 19.
two ordinances amending the • Anthony Rochester, 31. and Pammie Adams. 24, both of Duiguid
2007-08 budget. a resolution Dnve, were each indicted for possession of manivana. possession
regarding the Municipal Aid of drug paraphernalia, first-degree trafficking en a controlled subRoad Discretionary Bond stance (crack cocaine) and trafficking near a school building. MPD
Fund Agreement. a municipal Detective Chns Garland testified that the pair had less than 8
order concerning the military ounces of manivana, boggles, rolling papers, scales, drug pipes
leave section of the employee and crack cocaine in their apartment near Apple Tree School on
personnel policies and proce- July 30
dures manual, and a recom- Rochester and Adams appeared in court Monday and both pled
mendation from the Murray innocent. They are scheduled for pre-Mal conferences Oct_ 19.
Planning Commission to keep • Ryan Smith. 24. of North 16th Street in Murray. was indicted on
the single-family zoning west three counts of receiving stolen property more than $300 Calloway
of North 16th Street The pub- County Sheriff's Detective Sgt Samantha Aligned told the grand
lic works committee meets at jury that Smith received in July three firearms he had reason to
5 45 p m to discuss bids for a believe were stolen from Gary Brame
of Meacham
culvert protect at 15th and • Charles Stanfill, 40. and Janessa Keyes. 25, both
Concord, were indicted for possession of anhydrous
Sycamore streets and a Road in New
ammonia in an unapproved container, possession of anhydrous
sewer extension at Bee
ammonia with intent to manufacture methamphetamine. firstCreek The finance.'personnel
degree possession of a controlled substance (meth). second committee will meet at 6 p m
degree possession of controlled substance (Lortab), third-degrrere
to discuss amending the possession of a controlled substance (Xanax), possession of mar,
planning and zoning fees
pane, possession of drug paraphernalia and manufacturing metr
•The Murray Independent All of the drug charges are enhanced because they also had a
schedis
Board of Education
firearm in their possession when Calloway County Shenfts
uled to meet at 7 p rn. in the Department Detective Tye Jackson arrested them July 13 at their
board room of the Carter residence Stanfill faces an addition charge of possession of a
Administration Building on S
handgun by a convicted felon
13th St On the agenda is Stanfill and Keyes both appeared in court Monday and pled innoapproval of tax rates for the cent Keyes' cash bond was reduced to 10 percent of $100,000
year
They are scheduled for pre-trial conferences Oct 19
school
2007-08
approval of a working budget. • John 0 York, 22, of Poplar Spnngs Road in Murray, was indicted
a discussion of drug and alco- for third-degree burglary for unlawfully entering Danny
hol policy and an emergency Cunningham's budding on July 5 Calloway County Sheriffs
first reading on changes in Detective S.Samantha Mighell testified to the grand fury
graduation reguirernents The Other court news
will serve 30 weekends for his cony,
board will conduct a public • Steven Durr. 20 of Murray,
case His three-year prison see:
hearing at 6 30 p m to gather bon in a 2006 third-degree burglary
tence will be probated for five years after that.
comments on the proposed
• Brett Preston. 20. of New Concord, was sentenced to five years in
tax rates for the coming year prison for one count of first-degree
ry,, Iwo counts of thirdbefore final approval is made degree burglary and three counts of =try unlawful taking more
and will also meet after the than 000
regularly-scheduled meeting • Rex Allen Stone. 48. of Almo, was sentenced for three counts of
to conduct business as the first-degree possession of a controlled substance (cocaine) and
MISD Finance Corporation
one count of possession of drug peraphemeile in two cases. His
• To report a Town Crier Ave-year prison sentence we be messed for eve years as long as
item call 753-1916
he meets the court's conditions
--Intonnalion from court dominants

public
of
schools in
state
the
made AYP
progress this
The
year.
results show
of
884
Kentucky's
1,167 public
schools met
goal
the
while 283
did not.
"That
percentage
rehas
mained fairsteady
ly
over the last
few years."
Lisa
said
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KentuckylnBrief
Marshall County man charged with
murder, arson in woman's death

BLN It". Ky. - A 37-yea-old man v.hu had once used at the
Scale Road residence with Debra Hendrickson was indicted
Wednesday in her death after he was stopped in Williamson County,
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Newspaper: Beshear's law firm
underwent ethics investigation

Execution of
Baze stoppedi
LOUISVILLE, Ky.. (API —
Ralph Baze had been down this"'
road before — spending several
weeks making plans to meet
with his family for the final
time as he prepared to die by'4
.1
lethal injection.
been
preparing to die
"I've
for the last few weeks," Baze
said. "I told everybody this time'
it's a real possibility that it will
go forward."
Only, it won't. The Kentucky •'
Supreme Court on Wednesday''
halted Baze's execution sched-- '
uled for Sept. 25. The justices'.!
want to hear arguments about',"
whether his trial was properly moved from Powell County to-.
Rowan County.
It's at least the second time"
Baze, 52, has faced an execution date, only to see the courts
step in and keep him alive. A
judge in 2001 stopped Baze's:
execution for the 1992 slayings:
of Powell County Sheriff Steve:
Bennett and Deputy Arthur:
Briscoe.
Bennett and Briscoe were
serving warrants on Baze whets .
he shot them. Raze has said tholl
shootings were the result of a
family dispute that got out of
hand and resulted in the sheriftS
..
•-s
being called.
Baze's family from Toledo,
Ohio, was scheduled to visit
him today at the Kentucky State
Penitentiary in Eddyville.
"I've got some good news
for them," Baze told The
Associated Press.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — available by Julie McPeak,
Democratic gubernatorial candi- executive director of the
date Steve Besheafs law firm Kentucky Office of Insurance, in
George Luna, of Benton, is charged with murder and first-degree was the subject of an ethics response to a request by the
arson, according to a release from the Marshall County Sheriff's investigation 12 years ago over Herald-Leader.
Department. Detective Sgt. Matt Hillbrecht presented the case to the the collapse of Kentucky Central
Stites & Harbison gave legal
Marshall County grand jury on Wednesday.
Life Insurance Co., a newspaper advice to the Bank of Louisville
Hendrickson's body was found after Pahlia/Briensburg Fire reported today.
in the summer of 1993 involving
Department investigated a fire at her residence in the 1300 block of
The investigation, which a $15 million transaction stemScale Road in Benton.
began in August 1995, looked ming from a past deal with
Luna was stopped Saturday night in Williamson County, where into whether Stites & Harbison Kentucky Central. That advice
he was traveling about 100 mph in a truck Hendrickson owned, "violated any duty- or rules of was given several months after
according to the sheriff's department release. Search warrants were ethical conduct when it signed Stites & Harbison began assistserved and evidence collected from the scene, Luna and the truck is on to lead the liquidation of the ing in dismantling the insurance
now being analyzed at the Kentucky State Police crime lab in insurance
company,
the company.
Frankfort.
Lexington
Herold-Leader
Beshear, who stepped down
Luna was being held in Williamson County Jail on the traffic reported.
as the managing partner of the
charges and other unrelated charges as well as two warrants previSpecifically at issue was firm's Lexington office to run
ously filed in Illinois for a probation violation and damaging prop- whether Stites & Harbison for governor, was one of the lead
erty.
improperly represented the state Stites & Harbison attorneys on
Marshall County deputies have sent the indictment warrant to regulatory agency liquidating the Kentucky Central case. But
Williamson County, where Luna will be served and the process will Kentucky Central and a bank he wasn't the attorney who
begin to bring him back to Kentucky for prosecution.
that made a deal with the insur- offered that advice to the Bank
Steve Beshear
Hillbrecht and Marshall County Coroner Mitchell Lee are contin- ance company.
of Louisville.
Gubernatorial
canddiate
uing an investigation that is expected to continue for some time.
The investigation had never
Vicki Glass, spokeswoman
been publicly disclosed, and for the Beshear campaign, said 15, 1995, letter sent by Greg
documents containing the inves- Wednesday that Beshear wasn't Mitchell, a lawyer with Frost &
tigation's findings or recom- aware of the investigation.
Jacobs, which is now known as
mendations remains under
When asked whether Beshear Frost Brown Todd.
wraps if it still exists at all, the would favor releasing the results
"Only those persons or entiFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -- A GOP lawmaker from central newspaper reported.
of the investigation. Glass said ties specifically authorized by
Kentucky has joined the Democratic Party. State Rep. Milward
Kentucky Central's problems Beshear believes "anything in Frost & Jacobs or the liquidator
Dedman Jr. of Harrodsburg announced the switch on Wednesday.
started in the early 1990s when the Kentucky Central Life case are to have any knowledge of or
"My goal is to be the most effective legislator possible, and I financial statements showed can be made public."
involvement in the engagebelieve as a member of the majority caucus I will be more useful," trouble for the behemoth corpoAttorneys working with for- ment," said Mitchell's letter.
Dedman said in a statement released by House Democrats.
ration that owned citrus groves, mer insurance commissioner
He said he remembered Stites
House Speaker Jody Richards, D-Bowling Green. said he has hotels, Lexington TV stations Don W. Stephens tapped the & Harbison's conflict-of interest
sensed a growing discontent with the QOP, largely because of the and $42 billion worth of life firm Porter, Wright, Morris & issue first arising in 1993, which
unpopularity of some top GOP leaders, including President Bush insurance policies.
Arthur in Cincinnati to conduct prompted him to move all caseand Gov. Ernie Fletcher.
The ethics investigation was the probe under "absolute confi- work related to the Bank of
Dedman, who had been registered Democratic for 21 years revealed in documents, made slemiality," according Itian Aug. Louisville to Frost & Jacobs.
before joining the GOP in 2003, made no such pronouncement in his
statement.
"I am simply changing back my party affiliation to better serve
my district, rejoin a party I feel very comfortable with, and be part
of the majority caucus that is doing great work to move Kentucky
forward," he said.
tice in Louisville and a former whether Fletcher improperly violent offenders as well as
From Front
The move by Dedman increases the Democratic majority over
congressional aide, Conway filled state merit jobs with polit- higher education reform that •
Republicans in the state House to 62-38.
ulation is also particularly considers the attorney general ical supporters.
addressed appointments to uni-';
GOP lawmakers outnumber Democrats in the state Senate 21-16 affected by online scams. "We office to be the second most
"Chandler and Stumbo had to versity boards that should:.
with one independent.
need an AG office that is important in the state. The AG stand up to a Democratic and a reflect the political makeup of,:
focused on that for young peo- also is responsible for protecting Republican governor," Conway the state.
consumers, such as ensuring said. "... AGs can do a lot. I
ple and senior citizens."
While party affiliation is.,
An attorney in private prac- utility rates don't skyrocket, and think the fact the AG is in the important. Conway said the
preparing budgets for the state's news, the profile has been nature of the attorney general's
.
,
prosecutors.
raised."
job is different than some elect-.:
WORTHINGTON, Ky.(API — A northeastern Kentucky police
The attorney general's invesAlthough he's never held ed positions.
sergeant was arrested on a drug charge, officials said Wednesday
tigative role has been more elected office, Conway is no
"It's a race that people can:: ti
night. Thomas Bradley, 34, a Worthington police officer, was being
prominent in recent years with stranger to state government. crossover because the issues?,
held in the Greenup County Detention Center on $15,000 bond. He From Front
former AG Ben Chandler look- Among Patton's top appoint- aren't so polarizing," sait:
was charged with first-degree trafficking in a controlled substance.
The arrest was the result of an ongoing investigation by the or face the lawsuit, which he ing into former Gov. Paul ments, his work in that adrninis- Conway, who alluded to somehetp,ing to Republican support. "It's Mc/slat
FIvC0 Area Drug Enforcement Task Force, the agency said in a -{_tisd ,Vieduesilay
nursing lionte- operator—Tina auilior the 1998 legislation that know people take a look at tlV;'.
Franklin County Circuit Court.
statement
Since taking office, Fletcher Conner and Stumbo's probe into imposed tougher sentences on issues and vote for the person."'i;
has made about 50 appointments to university boards, of
which
33
have
been
Republicans, Stumbo said.
SHEPHERDSV1LLE. Ky. AP) — A former McDonald's
Stumbo said that has thrown
employee should have been forewarned about dozens of alleged the governing boards
out of balstrip search hoaxes across the country before it happened to her, the ance at the
University of
)onner employee's attorney said Wednesday.
Kentucky and University of
Ann Oldfather, who represents Louise Ogborn in a lawsuit Louisville as well
as at Eastern
against the fast-food giant. told jurors in opening statements that Kentucky. Kentucky
State,
McDonald's withheld or hid evidence of someone pretending to be Murray
State.
Northern
a police officer calling a restaurant and walking employees through Kentucky
Come on by for your FREE Cabinetry
((‘ .
and
Western
11111411
a strip search and sexual abuse of female employees.
Design and also take a look at the large
Kentucky universities.
Ogborn sued the restaurant chain, claiming the company failed to
selection of Counter Tops and Flooring
"The governor must not play
warn her and other employees about a hoax caller who had already politics with the
Solutions
educational
struck other McDonald's stores and other fast-food restaurants future of our
young people."
across the country. David Stewart of Fountain, Fla., was acquitted Stumbo
MARAZZ1
said. "The hoards that
last year on charges of impersonating an officer, soliciting sodomy run our schools
musi faithfully
and soliciting sexual abuse after Ogborn was searched, forced to reflect the choices and political
1550 Lowes Drive
strip and do calisthenics in a back room at the restaurant.
Friday,
makeup of the public."
Murray, KY 42071

GOP lawmaker switches to
Democratic Party

•AG candidate ...

Northeastern Ky. police sergeant
arrested on drug charge

▪ Stumbo

Trial starts in McDonald's strip
search hoax trial

HERITAGE Bruce
KITCHENS Az,
1. wilsonare
270-759-9680

Sept., 14th 2007
10.-00 am - 6:00 pm

Thermage Seminar
Please join Dr. Stephanie
Dunagan for a FREE
educational seminar on
the Thermage procedure.

This Seminar Will Provide
Valuable Information On:
• How does Thermage work?
• What results are possible'?
• Thermage vs Creams/Makeup
VV'ho is a candidate?

Thermage is a non-invasive medical procedure
that tightens wrinkles and sagging skin
Thermage is not a laser It uses advanced
radiofrequency waves to promote new growth of
collagen in the deep layer of the skin

Stephanie Dunagan M

I have over three years of experience performing
the Thermage procedure and I am now excited to
offer body Thermage in addition to facial
treatments Thermage is now FDA approved for
treatment not only of the face and neck but also
the arms, legs, stomach and other areas where
skin tightening is desired There are no needles.
cuts, or anesthesia used for Thermage Come
and learn more. no registration is required

Aristokraft
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Date: Saturday, September 15
Time: 10:00 am
Where: Griffey Clinic, 430 S. Lake St., Paris, TN
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• WRITE
lo the Editor.
Most of my flying
always required J flight
(instruplan, either
ment flight rule%) or VUR
tvisual flight rulesl. hut
there were many flights
planned for times longer
than an hour or two w
out filing a flight pLIII
helJU1be Olihe search for
millionaire/adventurer Steve
f°two. I am re% iew mg my
thoughts on the need for
eten local flight plans
Almost all local nights
Whether for training or for
sightseeing are conducted
ithout telling anyone
V. here the area IN 1)14111MA
cn planned meandering
flights needs to be con Ith J Hight plan
dm.td
Normally, on a VTR
flight plan. a position
report is required es cry
hour All the pilot needs
to do is merely indicate
the general position. there
tore the search has a much
better lot at $011 iii which to
begin
I recall a (toss
flighi iii which the 611R rah
ow lief did not Want to go
to the trouble to file a
Ihrbt plan I told him tha t
it Likes less than lite non
Ult., toheck the weather
and tilt with I AA. and It
flight plan
we Jon t
I in Hot going •
Im route our pa stenger
title •troned v. It!, I reported
C.Ith 11.1%ig.11111j14j fi t
s un
VI% explanation w
Ili% JU•C I want to
reduce the J(C.11 iiiNhial
'earth is to he conducted '•
I also had a personal
IA
rule to cham.e
I estimated time of aft is al I
eithel earl% or later by J..
intrdr ;TV-2-244 witnuflei I his
v. as so that the search cant
begin ratite' it 1101 1011
hie
MAU% ft% ICJIlon.d pilots
like to fly lust a -erw
miles for a lunch or dm
I his should he J time
her
ti l Ade- a flight plan %kith
a

cal fog of war.
Army Gen. David Petraeus, the
top U.S. commander in Iraq and
U.S. Ambassador to Iraq Ryan C.
Crocker assured a joint hearing of
two House committees that
To the Editor.
progress toward the goal of stabiI would like to take this lizing a self-governed, self-protectopportunity to thank the
ed Iraq are within reach. Petraeus
people in the Murray area
said at least 30,000 troops could
for continuing to Min.1 return home in the next year,
fundpate annually in the
beginning this month.
raising golf tournament for
Petraeus' and Crocker's cornUnited Way
year came within a week of a'
Nffer learning
Comptroller General
Owl the tournament was to
by
study
he named after my mother.
David M. Walker who called the
Della Miller. I was
Iraqi government dysfunctional
thrilled Like the rest of
anti said it has failed to meet

friend of fditINC

lost

Iraqis control their destiny

Unfortunately, one of
the occupants died in my
plane. The other lost both
The following is an editorial
legs because of gangrene.
another newspaper in Kenfrom
It they had been found at
to offer a point of view
tucky
least one day earlier, neifrom another area in the comther might have suffered
the terrible out come.
monwealth. it does not necessariThis is a recommendareflect the editorial opinions
ly
tion that each pilot ret iew
or
thoughts of this newspaper:
n attitude toward
his on
a
consider
and
plans
flight
Even here in Hardin County,
responsible change. It is
Heartland of Kentucky where
the
only responsible flying to
of our neighbors, colmany
report. even via a cell
leagues and friends have experiphone. "Honey, we are
firsthand-, it's a - over the north end-of Ken- • enced
lucky Lake."
challenge to penetrate the rhetori-

close out the flight
plan ia a phone c 311. and
file ,i flight plan the same
I had an
upon return
ak.t11.1.11111.111ke go for dinner
and his wile thdli• I alert
•CJIL h until
officials for
intic h too Lite
V. We as a scar, h and
re•cue helicopter pilot and
plane that
seart hmg for
failed to 'ChM* the day
before we los ated another
plane .1.1•11 The second
plane had crashed two
nights before and no inc
ft-piffled it missing, oNef
I he

Mac Grisham
It. USN tretiredi
Murray

my family. I expected it to
he a fitting one-tinie tribute
Alter learning this year
that the es ott is continuing
to he named for her. I Jill
MOW than thrilled. There
could not be J more
deserting. int mg. hardworking or committed person an Calloway about
whom to name such an
important fund -raiser
Moni•• tireless hours
mid 1ugAni/dtion laid the
rI4Ani45555o4 tot the pte.44nusly named golf tournament for W A TC H After
!.eaf• as a special edu
cation teacher. I ani still
inspired by her devotion
along w oh my stepfather
(;ars to their clients
Please continue to par
tic wale annually in this
worthwhile tournament sup
porting other agent les in
the I Toted AA ay It is
behind the scenes tolun
teerism and personal cactilice. like my mother's that
improt C t trt unittances and
espand the %mon of those
less fortunate
We all hate •o much
daily to he thankful to
My family and I cytend
our thank• again to you
and this great lady. Della
Arm itiller

Teresa Roc
Prot fort Ole. Ohio
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most of the benchmarks required
by Congress to continue funding
of the war. In yet another report
ordered by Congress, a 20-member commission found progress
"uneven" in the Iraqi army and
police security forces. And President Bush is going to follow up
with an address to the nation.
That's a lot to sort through
and digest.
There is little room for dispute,
though, about intensifying public
disenchantment with the White
House conduct of the war, the
strategy, the shifting goals. There
is little disagreement anymore
that the most critical U.S. target
today should be to remove our
young troops from harm's way in
an increasingly unpopular war
that so far has cost more than
3,700 U.S. lives.
There either is little reason to
expect that setting a specific date
to leave Iraq and then just walking away would be a realistic
solution for the U.S., the Iraqis or
the Middle East:
It will be difficult to cut
through the partisan responses
today from both sides drowning
out the general's reasoning even

as you read this. But the signs
are positive: The level of violence
has decreased, declining eight of
the past 12 weeks. The number
of sectarian-civilian deaths
declined 80 percent since December; deaths in Anbar province
declined from 1,350 last October
to 200 in August. And, most
important, the Iraqi army has
been shouldering more of the
lead.
That's what we heard, or read,
in Petraeus' report to Congress_
Probably more important, however, is what the Iraqis and the
Prime Minister Noun al-Maliki
heard. There should be no mistake in their interpretation: The
tide is ebbing. The U.S. is not
going to remain in country to
support and protect them much
longer. Stabilizing their governance by bridging ethnic hostilities is urgent; strengthening their
army and security forces unavoidable.
Only the Iraqis can do what is
needed. Only .they_gan, control
their destiny.
The time has come.
—The News-Enterprise
Elizabethtown
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NEVER FORGET

Work to win while facing evil
There is no photograph of
Satan. so we must irnprot Ise
ith what ste hat Osarna
bin l.ktu
looking like a Middle Last
sermon of a had "Just for
Men- heard dye corn MerlI Al
OM. has re-surf aced io deliver
another rambling address to
Arnerwa Contersion to Islam.
he said. would mean no
tayes, lust a low single digit
'alms' requirement Maybe
he's trying to appeal to the
Republican haw
The downside to his s loon
of nt tase• and its
nying fundamentalist luggage
NOUld MeAll a transformation
in our MO of life. from
wt)spr-nts and mill%'duality. to
lit mg in din and serfdom
No thanks
(hut nation 55.15 horn fight
mg Anil defeating tyranny and
orils fighting and defeating this
latest tyranny will sustain it
The gist of the opposition
to the war and to the reports
Petracus and
by (;en
Amhassackw Ryan Crocker is
that they are either not telling
the truth about Iraq. or they
air not telling the entire
truth I-acts and figures are in
dispute about the number of
se.t.inan killings and the general lesel of stolence nn tanou• Iraq, provinces Some
MCA% appear less violent than
others. but a political wnlewrit remains eh:use
Opponents 01 the MAI and
of continued Amencan
insolvement .mm11 forecast

and military — were made at
the start of this W AL including repeated claims that
islamolascism wa• not a
threat While those mistakes
were costly. it would he a
Lolo•sai mistake with catastrophic consequences to
abandon this war until it
ends on terms tat orable to
the United States and Iraqis
who have repeatedly braved
death to vote for a new government
While much of the locus
continues on Iraq. an equally
important war must be prosecuted and won at home. Like
.ast shell game. we must
,
find the islamotascist pea
inside growing numbers of
Puds
Is the mosque down the
street front you peaceful, or a
sanctuary for terrorist plots'
Is the Islamic school teaching
peaceful religion. or Jihad? Is
the government monitoring
them, in spite of opposition
Iii such things from "civil
stew
litsertanaos-7
Ellin want to penetrate
How many civil libertariAmerica with their twisted
ans cum in the type of sociideology until there are suffiety ()IBL wishes to impose
cient fanatics prepared to
reign-down massise death and on us' If bon Laden succeeds. the ACLU will be
destruction on ut They've
among the first organtrations
posed they are serious. they
crushed, after appropnate
continue to adsenne their
thanks foe helping to make
future pi.tis and they are
even now building a religious the takeover possible
Last week. the Government
and educ ational infrastructure
Accountability Office ifiA0i
inside the United States from
reported that the Department
which terrorist attacks could
of Homeland Security has
he carried out
failed to make es-en moderate
. — political
Mans mistake,

what will
happen if
the United
States were
to pullout
before some
stability is
established
Neither will
they accept
responsibiliCars
should a
Thoughts pullout proBy Cal Thomas duce a
Syndicated
hl‘t sibath.
Columns*
followed h)
huge terrorist t'soc that would surely
spawn new and Mort devastating attacks in the United
States
We can't suddenly say.
'net et mind- and pretend
what we ve been engaged in
these six years is no longer
Of any consequence While
we debate timetables and
ithdrawal„ ()same and his
legions are taking the long

progress toward eight of 14
government benchmarks in
the four years since it was
created. According to GAO.
the least progress was made
in improving emergency preparedness and eliminating
bureaucratic and technical
barriers to the sharing of
information between government agencies. Whatever
bipartisanship remains in
Washington should ask why.
six years after 9/11, the walls
between intelligence agencies
have not been tom down.
Last week, in advance of
the Petraeus-Cmcker reports.
small groups of journalists
were invited to the White
House for a "deep background- briefing from a top
administration official. While
acknowledging many mistakes.
the official said that timelines
for withdrawal arc a presenptiori for disaster and -the
effects we wanted" in Iraq
"hate started to happen"
The only hope in this war
is to win it, no matter how
much frustration, or dit mon
in Iraq land Amencat and no
Matter how long it takes
Osama bin Laden knows the
alternative And he is willing
to impose it on the entire
world if we fail.
Drrect all mad for Cal
7.1soitial to Tribune Media
Services, 2225 Kenmore Ave .
Sitar 114. Buffalo. N.Y.
11207, or intsedatirs0 trib'ow cowl
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Bush buys time for success in Iraq

Glen T.(Tommy i Garrison, 71, Ypsilanti Township, Mich., forWASHINGTON (AP)- By
merly of Murray, Ky., died Monday, Sept. 10, 2007, at Bortz Health promising that the extra combat
Care, Ypsilanti. His death followed an extended ill- troops sent to Iraq will come
ness.
home next year if conditions
1M
Mr. Garrison worked for 30 years as a dry wall allow, President Bush hopes to
finisher and served in the National Guard for two buy enough patience from
years. He was a member of Cherry Corner Baptist politicians and the public for
Church. Murray.
success to bloom in that fracBorn June 29, 1936, in Murray, he was the son of the late Willson tured, violent country.
Garrison and Maudie Elkins Garrison. Also preceding him in death
The president's pitch for
were three brothers, Freman. Cassel and J.T. Garrison.
more time - which has aggraSurvivors include his wife, Mrs. Patsy Ann Burroughs Garrison, vated Democrats as well as
to whom he was married April 24, 1954, in Corinth, Miss.; two sons, many rank-and-file RiAsublicans
Rick Garrison and wife, Sandy, and Kevin Garrison and wife, -was schailedTOr a televised
Donna, all of Ypsilanti; one daughter, Mrs. Vickie Cooley and hus- address at 9 p.m. EDT tonight.
band, Mac Laird, Newport, Pa.; six grandchildren, Tony Church, Aides chose the Oval Office, the
Matthew Cooley, Joshua Garrison and wife, Amy, and Dorenda, White House's most formal,
Shauna and Karly Garrison; three great-grandchildren, Christian presidential setting, for the 18Church. Kayden Cooley and Jacob Garrison; two sisters, Mrs. Dora minute speech.
Barnett, Murray, and Mrs. Lovell Norman, Mayfield; several nieces
Not willing to wait, Senate
and nephews.
Democrats were already disThe funeral was today (Thursday) at 11 a.m. in the Moore cussing legislation to limit the
Memorial Chapel of Stark Funeral Service, Ypsilanti. Burial was in mission of U.S. forces in Iraq.
the Highland Cemetery.
By limiting troops to training
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the National Kidney Iraq's military and police, proFoundation of Michigan, Inc.. 1169 Oak Valley Drive, Ann Arbor, tecting U.S. assets and fighting
MI 48108. Persons may sign the guest book at terrorists while not setting a
w w w.starkfuneral.com.
deadline to end the war,
Democrats hoped to attract
Mrs. Peggy Ann Gallimore
enough Republicans to bring
AF
The funeral for Mrs. Peggy Ann Gallimore will be today such a proposal to a vote.
U.S. Ambassador to Iraq Ryan Crocker, left, and Gen. David Petraeus, right, take part in a
(Thursday) at 3 p.m. in the LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral
The day after his televised
Home, Paris. Tenn. Steve Gallimore will officiate.
address. Bush was expected to news conference at the National Press Club in Washington Wednesday.
Pallbearers will be Kenny and Ross Paschall, Matthew reinforce the message with soon followed.
which the commander in Iraq, only if Bush and his team extend
Gallimore, Adam Weatherly, Steve Loines and Donald Umstead. remarks from a Marine base in
Gradually phasing out that Gen. David Petraeus. and Ryan tour lengths or shorten home
active; Kenny, Richard, Mike and Glynn Gallimore and Dustin and Quantico. Va., just outside force escalation by next July - Crocker, the U.S. ambassador leave for replacements.
Randy Wilson, honorary; Burial will follow in the Puryear City Washington, and with the White Bush's plan to be announced there, reported real though
The plan Petraeus announced
House's release of an Iraq status Thursday night - would still admittedly scattered progress in this week would instead have
Cemetery, Puryear.
report required by Congress.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
leave about 135,000 U.S. troops Iraq, only served to solidify the first of the additional troops
As part of the public relations in Iraq. Democrats against the positions.
Mrs. Gallimore,69,Puryear, Tenn., died Monday. Sept. 10, 2007,
returning home this month, a
flurry, Vice President Dick war were not at all satisfied.
at Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
The intense debate in 2,000-member Marine unit, folShe was former co-owner of Cassie Motor Line,,puryear, and a Cheney planned to travel to the
It creates and provides an Washington wasn't mirrored lowed by the mid-December
greeter at Wal-Mart for over seven years. She Was a member of Geralt-ikr-Ford -Presidential - illusion of change irr aneffort-tct with similar intensity ia- departure.. of.an Army brigade
Museum in Michigan and take the wind out of the sails of Baghdad. There, the news that numbering 3,500 to 4,000 solPuryear Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were one son, Rondall Jearld (Ron) MacDill Air Force Base in those of us who want to truly drastic troop reductions don't diers. The other four combat
Gallimore, and one brother, Joe Max Hutson. Born Aug. 28, 1938, Florida. Iraq also was chosen as change course in Iraq," said Sen. seem in the offing has meant the brigades would leave by July
in Hazel, Ky., she was the daughter of the late Warlick Wright the topic for Bush's weekly Carl Levin, D-Mich., chairman Shiite-led government feels lit- 2008 under an unspecified
Saturday radio address, and of the
Hutson and Sarah Eva Sinunons Hutson.
Armed
Services tle pressure to accelerate work timetable. Also, Petraeus was
Survivors include her husband, Bro. Billy Jearld Gallimore, to administration officials were Committee.
toward true political reconcilia- not precise about whether all of
• whom she was married Dec. 23, 1954; two daughters, Pamela Jo being offered to television netthe 8,000 support troops sent
Democrats are under pres- tion.
Gallimore, Paris, and Sandra Paschall and husband, Kenny. Puryear; works for Sunday news show sure from influential anti-war
The
president's
latest with those extra combat forces
three grandchildren, Cassie Jo Moody and fiancé, Adam Weatherly, appearances.
groups to use their new majority approach matches Petraeus' rec- would be withdrawn by July.
The full-throttle effort to get in Congress to end the war alto- ommendations for the force posRoss Paschall and Matthew Gallimore.
cautioned
The
general
out Bush's message on Iraq gether. For now at least, they ture. What Bush is endorsing, against any talk before March of
reflects the high stakes for a seem far from that goal, as their however, represents only a whether it would be wise to go
Christopher E. Stafford
president who lost his populari- thin margin of control means slight hastening of the already below the pre-surge level of
Stafford
will
be
Friday
at
1
p.m.
The funeral for Christopher E.
in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. ty and his party's control of they need GOP help for veto- scheduled end of the so-called 135,000, and Bush is expected
to endorse that idea.
Jon Goodman will officiate. Burial will follow in the Dixon Congress in large measure over proof votes on any legislation. surge.
the war and yet ordered 21,500 Most Republicans remain relucThe president also will say
Planned troop rotations call
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 11 a.m. additional combat troops there tant to embrace calling troops for the first of the additional that even ending the surge will
in January to try to bring calm home on a fixed, quick sched- troops sent this year to come depend on continued security
Friday.
back starting next spring, with gains and no unforeseen events
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the trust and give his goal of a stable, ule.
This week's two days of tes- all of them home by the end of that change the dynamic.
fund for Tyran Blaine Neeble at BB&T_ BOA* 900 self-sustaining Iraq a chance. An
additional 8,000 support troPPT-fritiony -before Congress, in next summer.That could change
U.S. 62, Grand Rivers, Ky., 42045.
Mr. Stafford, 51, Grand Rivers, died Sunday, Sept. 9, 2007, at his
home.
He was a Marine veteran of the Vietnam War.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Richmond Stafford and
Mary Howell Stafford, and three brothers, Nick Stafford, Tony
Stafford and Brad Stafford.
Survivors include two daughters, 1Kristy Stafford. Benton, and
Gina Stafford. Murray; one grandson, Tyran Blaine Neeble, Benton.
A Ramadi police officer said authorities believed the bomb
BAGHDAD (API - The has suffered
Abu Risha had received a group was planted by one of the visimost prominent figure in a devastating
Mrs. Ida Mae Dennis
of poor people at his home earli- tors. After the bombing, police
in
revolt of Sunni sheiks against al- setbacks
A graveside service for Mrs. Ida Mae Dennis will be Saturday at Qaida in Iraq was killed this Anbar thanks
er in the day, to mark the begin- announced a state of emergency
10 a.m. at Mt. Kenton Cemetery, Paducah. Rev. Jamie Broome will morning in an explosion near his to Abu Risha
ning of the Muslim holy month in Ramadi and set up additional.
officiate.
of Ramadan. The officer, speak- checkpoints throughout the city.
home in Anbar province, police and his fellow
Visitation will be at Milner & Orr Funeral Home, Paducah, from said.
It's
ing on condition of anonymity Rashid said.
sheiks.
5 to 8 p.m. Friday.
out of security concerns, said
Abdul-Sattar Abu Risha was unclear how
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Immanuel Baptist leader of the Anbar Salvation his
death
Church, 3465 Buckner Ln., Paducah, Ky., 42001. Tributes may be Council, also known as the would affect
left online at www.milnerandorrcom.
Anbar Awakening-an alliance U.S. efforts to
RIsha
Mrs. Dennis. 102, Paducah, died Saturday. Sept. 8, 2007, at 6 of clans backing the Iraqi gov- organize
p.m. at Parkview Nursing & Rehab, Paducah.
Sunnis against the terrorist neternment and U.S. forces.
A retired employee of 30 years with the Paducah Water Works,
He was among a group of work.
t
Investments Since 1854
A senior member of Abu
she was a 1924 graduate of Augusta Tilghman High School; a mem- tribal leaders who met President
ber of Immanuel Baptist Church, Paducah, since 1923; a life mem- Bush earlier this month at al- Risha's group, Sheik Jubeir
-0.17
Doss Jones Ind. As g...13405.6 + 114.0
hotel
ber of Western Baptist Hospital Auxiliary; and a member of Paducah Asad Air Base in Anbar Rashid, said the explosion took
place at 3:30 p.m. as Abu Risha
province.
Woman's Club.
Air Products -..............101.57 + 0.43
.............-.......26.60 + 0.16
Kroger
Abu Risha and two of his was returning to his home in
Preceding her in death were her first husband. Nick Utley; her
.......
r 0.21
AT&T,
Mattel ..........................22.45 .0.37
second husband. Earl Samuel Dennis; her parents, Luther Love bodyguards were killed by a Ramadi. Anbar's provincial cap_19.94 + 0.30
BB8tT
NtcDonalds
......... ......
+ 2.45
Crow and Ninnie Ethel Jones Crow; one brother, William (Buddy) roadside bomb. said Col. Tareq ital.
27.53 + 0.13
Briggs & Stratton
Merck
..................
..............50.47
+ 0.80
major
blow
to
the
"It
is
a
Youssef,
supervisor
of
Anbar
Pauline
Rix
and
sisters,
Vacla
Crow,
sisters.
Veda
and
Crow: twin
Bristol klyers Squibb 28.63 + 0.29
council, but we are determined
police.
Microsoft
29.02 + 0.09
and Lucille Becklehyer; son-in-law. B.B. Hook.
73.04 + 0.27
aterpillar
No group claimed responsi- to strike back and continue our
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Peggy Utley Hook,
Pennes ..........•.,,., 63.67 + 0.96
(he'.mn Texaco torp.--90.17 + 0.98
Murray; one son. Donald Edward Utley and wife. Billie. Paducah; bility for the assassination but work," Rashid said. "Such an
Pepsico, Inc
69.99 + 0.41
Daimler Chr,skr
90.30 + 1.10
five grandchildren. Donald Utley Jr. and wife. Brenda, David Utley suspicion fell on al-Qaida in attack was expected. but it will
24.43 + 0.24
Pfizer,
Inc.
and wife. Teresa. Dixie Rayburn and husband, John, Denise Burt Iraq. which U.S. officials say not deter us."
25.44 .0,46
Dean Foods_
'10.89
+ 0.45
Regions
Financial
and husband. Gary. and Dinah Comes and husband. Randy; eight
.J114,74 + 1.09
Futon-11166R
10.39 + 0.01
Schering-Plough
great-grandchildren. Andy Brady. Kelly Dougherty and husband.
7.67 + 0.17
Ford Motor .
Brent. Whitney Lasseter and husband, Taylor. Blake Rayburn.
131.10 + 1.58
Sears Holding Corp
General
Electric
40.05
+0.15
Derek Seltzer, Heidi Seltzer. Chad Coomes and Chandler Coomes.
Warner
18.78 + 0.22
Time
Ministry
Children's
Director
of
1,eneral Motors _______31.67 + 1.42
five great-grandchildren. Connor and Will Dougherty. Molly
Bancorp
12.04
+ 0.20
US
GlaxoSmithKline ADR 34.17 + 0.45
A full time position is available at 1404 member vibrant church located
Lasseter and Dylan and Levi Brady; one nephew. Roger Rix.
47.64 - 0.10
UST
in Murray. Kentucky. This person will loin laity and staff in a team minGoodrich
65.06 + 0.06
istry The Director, working with the Children's Council. will provide over79.73 + 0.50
WellPoint Inc
t roods ear
25.02 -0.10
sight and direction for a comprehensive children's ministry and will be a
+ 0.23
.........42.94
Vial-Mart
.....
___...15.0513 15.40A
HopFed Bank•
motivator with high energy and excellent organizational and leadership
IBM
skills Salary will he negotiated per experience
116.28 + 0.28
Send a letter of application and resume, including a minimum of three references, to: Rev. Richard Smith at 503 Maple Street. Murray, KY 42071
No phone contacts. please Inquines regarding the position and/or benefits
may he made by email to pastotWmurtayfost.com Persons may also visit
Financial Consultants 11.411
our website at www.murrayfIrst.com. The deadline for application is
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
October I. 2007_
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.753-3366 I 800.4441854

Terrorist bomb kills top Sunni sheik
cooperating with U.S. against al-Qaida
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Studies show that reading \
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.
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First United Methodist Church
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Red Cross Chapter will --Arinh)ersary
offer special programs
throughout the month
Special to the Ledger
the Calloway County Chapter of the Amencan Red Cross
has much planned during the
month of September with health
and safety classes. disaster training. and events
Mc chapter will offer parent and tikldler swim classes
from Sept 17-28. which is a
Monday, Wednesday. and Friday. for two weeks This is
tor children ages 6 tnonths to
5 years and will be offered
three different times. I to 1:30
p iti 16 months to-2- years).
1 10 to 2 p m (2 years to 5
!rears). 7 to 7:34) p.m.(6 months
to 2 years) and 7 30 to 14 pm.
to 5 years1
ear
2 )
The cost tor the class is
S to There are no skill pre
iequisites. hut the parent or
other k dtrgi.cr must accompa
ny each child into the water
and participate in each class
those that take the class will
learn how too inc tease know I
edge ill water Saki) and pia.
mes. pros itle an opportunity
lot water adjustment and swim
[lung readiness skills. use play
as a hjtt farm tit-learnmg
and pros ide tun and copiy
mem in the water. encourage
panic'pant s.6.1diliantin, and
p.t.•.itit• parental iri%ohement
in the learning process and
reinforc e the oatent of cate
goo er 's role in the Mid.s learn
ing
the chapter is gearing up
lot its filth annual Ihsastet
Blaster nem set it Saturday
sept 22 nom Ill a tit to 2
p ni at laiwe's parking lot
the purpose of the Ameri
can Red (*toss "Disaster
Blaster- is to pros idc .a one
day community •si. hie It
tor
esery family In CA4)% as c011n
is to &setup its own disaster
action plan this esent pro
sides - one-on-one - contact
between Callow as Cotitil•, sit
iten• and the agetaie•. organ
i/ations, and businesses. which
luster health and well-being.
as well as support disaster pre
parr
ss And saki) h.. the
past tour seals. thl/ens of dif
11:11411 ofgan1/411.014'.. •gCntIc•
•
Our Registered
Bridal Couples:

•
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and businesses have participat
ed in the event.
Esent coordinators estimate
more involvement this year.
especially with the addition of
the adult ('PR Saturday training for those who have never
taken CPR before at a cost of
$11) and the give-aways available to the families including
first aid kits and Safety Tubes
and coloring books for the
kids.
Additionally, the chapter will
be hosting the following tits--asfei-Cticirses during the month
of September
—Sept. IS. 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
ERV: Ready. Set Roll at
the George Weak% (*(irrittionity (.'enter
--Sept. 15
Fulfilling Our
Mission& Mass Care Oserview
from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m at MUCH
Center tor Health & Wellness
The training is free to any one interested and training
maierials will he provided
the chapter will also host
a lifeguarding , training during
tepteuuibcr This 40 hour train mg takes place nights and week end. with both dossroorn and
l• if naming at the Cart Health
Building at Murray State tintser.ity during the following
dates and time,
Sept 22-28. 2007
Saturday. Sept 22. X a M to 5
p in Sunday. Sept 21, 14 a.m
to 5 p.m.; Tuesday, Sept. 25.
s to q p m . Wednesday. Sept
2t), .6iiio p in Friday. Sept
28.
p nu to 9 p in
Due to limited space. Intel
coed participants must regis
tel at the Red Cross AK(' at
the George %eats% (*minnow
ty Center. titi7 Poplar St
ray. no later than a week betor,
each .e•Nn in begins the cost
of this course including all
course materials and 4:erotic:aThin fret ts-S-145
for more information on
any of the esents ut training.,
listed liere...ont.i•t the Calloway
County Chapter of the Amei
Ran Red Cross at 7S; 1421
allow .11)retkni%.•( MUM.)
Of
k% net

•

Kelsey Duncan of 1-arming
ton is the mother tut A son. Gas in
lane Duncan, horn on Nednrsdo. Aug 15. 20117. at 11 52
p m at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
The baby weighed 9 pound.
6 ounces and measured 21
inches
GrAndpartills are Mike and
Jennifer Duncan of Farmington and kenns and Tina IlenCr 4.1 %%Ufal.
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Prayer Ride and Patriot Salute
Motorcycle Ride on Saturday

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Dexter homecoming Saturday
Dexter homecoming will be Saturday at the Dexter Community ('enter on Ky. 1824, Dexter. A potluck lunch will he
served at approximately at noon. Those attending Aft asked to
bring any old pictures or memorabilia to display and share
with friends and family

Fulcher reunion on Saturday
The Fulcher family reunion will. be Saturday at the Ellis
Center. Ellis Drive, Murray. A potluck lunch will be served
around noon. All relatives and friends are invited.

Alpha Department will meet

Mr. and Mrs. Clayborn Crick
Mr. and Mrs Clayborn Crick of Kirksey celebrated their
60th wedding annisersairy_ on July 11. 2(817.
They were warned July 11. 1947. by the Rev:Lloyd Witson at his home in Murray.
Their attendants were Fern Richerson Mohler. Leon Mohler,
Lois Sinter Gibson and Joe Pat James.
Mrs Crick. the former Jimmie Louise Richerson, is the
daughter of the late Payton and Ruby Cochran Richerson
Mr. Crick is the son of the late Noble and Ina Darnall
Crick. A World 1Aar II veteran, he is retired from the Murray
Division of the (appall Company
They are the parents of one daughter. Karen Crick of Kirk se% and ,11,.•
ri, Robert Crick of Rossellsille

Will Rogers Follies
playing at Mayfield
St 1111Ll 1), hy
akin
Rugets- is famous for saying
'I never met a man 1 didn't
like tsianyone who has ever
seen Will Rogers Follies will
agree that there has neser been
a man or woman-who did not
like the show
Purchase Players of Mayfiekl
is proud to announce that Will
Roger. follies is coming to
the Community Performing Ails
Center Sept 14-16 and 21 2 1
- Will Rutgers had a keen
Volt and the ability to see the
humor in all things. especial
Is mankind.- said director Las
erne Waldrop lie was a cow a clUnik. a philosopher
and an entertainer"
The cast for Will Roger.
Follies includes Greg Leath,
Amy Hicks. Chad Puckett.
Harold Leath. Cletus Murphy
Jr. Cathy Steddum, Brandy
Elliott. Andrew Molett. Nick
Golden, Tommy Stewart, Kyler
Danowski. lake Hunter. Castydi Hicks. Katelin 'Danowski.
Ian Puckett. Clarke Waldrop.
Gibbons.
Justin
Lara
La fourelle. Hillary
Bacon,
Cone Beth (.oplen. Alex
RI wuten.
Hannah
Vincent.
Cheenne Wagner. 1.evlic Parsons. Alicia Jones, Liken Puckett. Sail Roma. Katel)(1 Shultz.
Kara Smith, Bill Delapp, Judy
Warp. Jamie Mullins. Joe
%foss. Doris Hunter, Wendy
Puckett, Carol Barnes and Hes et I% Benilleld
Thl• Intincal interpretation
of %ill Rogers Follies has
eserything
a tress songs.
lances, roping and
aldrop explained "Greg Leath

p..rtroy • 11.iil Rogers in such
a natural way that you'd think
that you were listening to Will
himself,"
flue show is a dance tilled
and melodic look in the life
of America's great star. Will
Rogers as the famed Broadway
impresario
Florenz
Ziegfeld might hase told it.
Ziegteld was the showman of
the early twentieth century who
was known for *glonfying the
American girl" The plot of
the show also includes the inspirational life story and homespun philosophy of America's
most beloved humorist and
political satirist The audience
of today enjoys it because Will
Roger's philosophy expresses
respect and confidence in your
fellow man. "which is sadly
lacking in today's world".
Tickets for Will Rogers Follies are SIO for general admission Senior citizens and student ticket prices are Si( Tickets for children 12 and under
are $6.
The box office at the Community Performing Arts Center will he open September 1013 and September 17-20 from
5-7 p in so that the public
may
purchase tickets in
advance For more Information. contact Purchase Players
at 251-9035 during the above
mentioned hours The box office
will open one hour prior to
each perfonnance for ticket
sales
The performances are 7 p.m.
,n Sept 14, IS. 21 and 22.
Performances on Sept. 16 and
21 will be at 2 p.m

IF YOU HAVEAN EllElff
YOU'D LIKE TO ANNOUNCE
CALL IS AT 153-1916

••••• mo.•••••

kingdom Kids Learning Center
Westside Baptist Church
207 Robertson Road South
3 and 4 year old posivans avallable
230p
Full Diry (9 00am
Monday (optional). Tuesday & Thursday
Cali Pynny Perkins at 753 8240 for more information

A Prayer Ride and Patriot Salute Motorcycle Ride will be held at Hazel Baptist
Church on Saturday. There Is no entry fee
and bikes will leave at 10 a.m.
At 2 p.m. a block party will begin with
food, games and entertainment with musical guests, Kesin Crawford and the McKendrees. A special tribute will be given for
the military veterans, those currently serving and those who have paid the ultimate
price.
Alternate routes to Hazel might be a
good idea since heavy traffic is expected
on U.S. Hwy. 641 South between Hazel
and Murray on Saturday.
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Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at the club house. "Foundations Make
A Difference" will be the program presented by Kelly Workman and Linda Moore of Murray State University. Members
are asked to bring donations of items for veterans' Christmas
gifts, recipes for the new MWC cookbook and dues for the
new cub year. Hostesses will be Kathy West. Liz Williams and
Donna Herndon.

Youth Hunt will be Friday
The Win Lakes Coon Club's Youth Hunt will be Friday
with registration deadline at 8 p.m. A trophy will be given to
the winner. The hunt is free and open to everyone 16 years
()Id and under. Hunters should meet at the club, located east
of Hardin oft Ky. 402.

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church. 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be The Peacemakers and The Grants. Teddy Bears will
be collected for the Teddy Bear Ministry for the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Emergency Room and Red Cross Chapter. There is no admission charge, but items for Need Line
will he accepted. For more information call Joe Lawrence at
753-5641 Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 7612666 or e-mail glory-bound(Ohotmail.com.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Shnners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6130
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.

Hospital bed is needed
A hospital bed is needed for a local man in his apartment.
Anyone having one to donate is asked to call 1-270-354-6064
or 1-270-205-6090.

TOPS to meet today
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter d469
will meet today at 5:15 in the annex of Calloway Public
Library. The meeting is open to the public. For information
call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray. next to St.
John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or I1477-447-2004.

KET will honor all veterans
The Friends of KET (Kentucky's PBS station) Board will
host an esent for all veterans tonight at 7 at the Murray
Woman's Club house. 704 Vine St., Murray. All World War II
settrans and their families are !mated

Post 6291 will meet at club house
Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars of Murray will meet
tonight at 7 at the Murray Woman.% Club house for the *vent
honoring all seterans and their families by KET.

Dexter meeting tonight
Dexter town meeting will he tonight at 6 at the Dexter
Center A potluck meal will be served

Church plans special meeting
Bishop Faye Moore of Mt Clemons. Mich.. will be speaker at the Church of Living God. L P Miller Street. Murray.
tonight at 7

Alcoholics Anonymous lists meetings
Murray Alcoholics Anonymous holds meeting at 615 South
12th Sr. in the Southside Shopping Center behind Regions
Branch Bank. The regular schedule is as follows- Sunday, 4
p.m.. closed, no smoking. .1 2 At 12 Study, Monday. 6 p.m.
closed, no smoking. 14 p.m. open. Tuesday. 8 p.m. closed, no
smoking. Wednesday. 11 a.m. closed, no smoking. 6 p.m..
closed, ladies meeting. 8 p.m.. smoking. Thursday. 8 pm. open.
smoking. Friday. 8 p m. open. smoking. Friday. 8 p.m. open.
smoking. new comers. Saturday. 8 p.m. open. smoking, speaker meeting. For information call Mitch at 753-9120. Jeannie at
751-6197 or Chuck at 436-2552

Boy Scout Council starts program
The local Hos Scout Council has started an engraved brick
program to be placed around the flag pole at the local summer camp on Kentucky Lake If you know of any Eagle Scouts
or anyone else involved in the local Scout program, have them
tante to PO Box 48'7, Owensboro. KY 42302 or call 1-270644-9272 for ',stomata,.
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Mr. and Mrs. Justin Moderow

Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Ryan Evans

Teresa Gail Byrd and Christopher Ryan Evans exchanged
Heather Tracy of Murray and Justin Moderow of San Antonio. Texas, were married on Saturday. April 7, 2007. at the wedding vows on Monday. June IS. 2007, in the yard of the
residence of the groom's grandparents. Paul and Billie Jean
Brooks Museum of Art, Memphis, Tenn.
Evans, east of Springville, Tenn. He is also the grandson of
Brother Paul Bartlett officiated. Roy Brewer was violinist.
The bride is the daughter of Joel and Rhonda Tracy of Lanis and Lavona Futrell of Murray, Ky.
Henry County Commissioner Mitchell Evans, uncle of the
Murray.
The groom is the sun .of Dawn and Herb Kraemer of San groom, officiated at the 6 p.m. ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of John and Charlotte Byrd of
Antonio and Don and Lynn Moderow of Memphis.
Keela Tracy, sister of the bride. Murray, was the maid of Marshall, Texas.
The groom is the son of Doug and Cathy Evans of Springville.
honor and Alisha McClure of Murray was matron of honor.
Vows were spoken before a gazebo decorated with ferns.
David Smith and Sergio Vergara-Reyes, both of Memphis.
The aisles were lined with an assortment of summer flowers.
were best men.
Usher was Kyle Tracy. brother of the bride, who escorted Decorations were provided by family and friends, including
the bride's mother and the bride's grandmother, Clemmie Black, Mary Nell Grooms and Carol Cox.
The bride was given in marriage by her mother. Sherry
down the aisle.
Reynolds
of Dresden, Tenn., served as maid of honor for her
A dinner reception was served on the terrace of the musesister.
urn.
Jenah Coleman. daughter of the bride, was flower girl and
The bride received her bachelor of science in accounting
bearer.
ring
from Murray State University and is currently pursuing her
1
Jason Evans served his brother as best man. Ryan Beasley
master of business administration at Union University. She is
was usher.
a region accountant for Service Master Corporate.
Immediately after the ceremony. a reception was held on
The groom received his bachelor of science in mechanical
the lawn. Peggy Futrell of Murray, aunt of the groom's mothengineering from Christian Brothers University in 2003. He is
er, made the cake.
currently pursuing a MBA at Union University and is quality
The bridal couple is now residing at 5450 Shady Grove.
engineer at Wright Medical Technologies.
Rd., northeast of Paris, Tenn.

SUI3SCRIBE

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Edwards
Jessica Marvin of Murray and Jesse Edwards of Paducah
were married Saturday, May 26, 2007, at First Christian Church,
Murray.
Dr. Chuck Rolen officiated. Music was by Donnie Hendrix,
organist and pianist, and Julie Warner, soloist.
The bride is the daughter of Scott and Paula Marvin of
Murray and the granddaughter of Pauline Jones and the late
Cantrell Jones and the late Bill and Billie June Marvin, all of
Murray.
The groom is the son of Rob and Francie Edwards of Paducah.
Mary Schneiderman of Louisville was the maid of honor.
Kylie Jones, Murray, cousin of the bride, was flower girl.
Bridesmaids were Catherine Rieheman and Alicia Medina of
Murray.
Cody Walls of Paducah was best man and Daniel Hill was
man of honor.
Groomsmen were Kevin Chatellier and Matt Colburn of
Paducah. Ring bearer was Justin Bucy. Murray. nephew of the
bride.
Ushers were Bradley Marvin and Jason Bucy. brothers of
the bride, and Buck Edwards and Barrett Edwards, brothers of
the groom.
A reception followed at the Oaks Country Club.
The bride, a 2002 graduate of Calloway County High School,
is assistant area sales manager of Dillards, Paducah.
The groom, a 2006 graduate of Murray State University, is
financial representative of American General.
The couple is residing in Paducah.
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DONATION MADE: Wal-Mart donated $200 to the Western Kentucky Highland Games 2007
to be held this weekend. Ceilidh will be at 7 p.m. Fhday at the Murray Country Club with food
and Scottish tunes, and the games will be Saturday from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m at the MurrayCalloway Central Park Pictured, from left, are Dr Brad Robertson, Scott Brown, assistant
manager at Wal-Mart. and John McConnachie

HERITAGE BAN K
ELECTRONIC STATEMENTS

Exhibit will
be on 'display
at library
Sunday, September 16, 2007

['HOMECOMING

DOVER. Tenn. -- Stewart
County Public Lihrarx will host
an exhibit of photographs of
the Land Between the Risers
before and alter the acquisition of land by the Tennessee
Valley Authority
This will be a pictorial view
of ioinmunities in Stewart
(.'ouniv
This includes an exhibit of
hand pnnted lith photographs
by Beverly Biggins Parker.
Stewart county native
The opening reception will
he Sunday from noon to 4
p.m.. but the exhibit will he
open from Sunday through
Thursday. (kt. I I.
Regular hours of the library
are 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.. Monday. Tuesday and Thursday. 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. Fnday, and 9
a.m. to 3 p.m Saturday.
For information call 1-931232-3127 or see the webnite
at Pam.Fordormshsi corn
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Fellowship Dinner following morning service.

Speaker Billy Turner
(Pastor in the early 1960s)

Sunday School - 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Service - 11:00 a.m.

Scott's Grove Baptist Church
EVERYONE INVITED TO ATTEND!

L
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Cast is announced for Playhouse in the
Album by former
Park production of'High School Musical' Murrayan Cohen
Special to the Ledger
With the recent astingtil
the

stage

of

earns national raves

Disney's

high School Musital. the Playhouse in the Park has been
btu/mg with escitement
"We had .4, many talented kids audition' It is incredible to see 511 many people
interested in being a part of
this popular show' said codirector Holly Bloodworth
"The stage setsion of the
hit Disney 11141%1C was released
last Ot.tolser, and we wanted
to he one of the first groups
to include it in OW season lineup." added Stes en Keene. codirector
lbe(.1st Itk lUtic• JICA youth
!rum •ix schools and includes
Ashley Appleton. Will Blacklord, Alex Bloodworth, Emily
Both. MAIL I Crouch. Meagan
(1%
Logen English. Aaron
I nnis. Andre foster. Andre Gibson. Andrea Graham. Casey
King. Beth Lee. Kayla Little.
[rya Mauka. Kristin McNutt.
Adam !stiller. Hanna Miller.
tractiet Morgan: faxxy Dian
bal. Josh inner. Mason()wens.
%ma Phillips. Hannah Riley
lay lot Satterwhite and
sant ier
Adults III the cast
are Jennifer Riley. Jett Miller
arid Holly Bloodworth

Photo provided

'Don't Stock to the Status Quo' is the message that Marci Crump (center) is conveying to the
other members of her clique Andrea Graham, Kristen McNutt. Taylor Satterwhite and Casey
Olazabal
It still he a theatrical ewe- house in the Park, located in through the 'tourism office in
tient e that the whole family !Murray 's Central Park Reser- the old post office on the court
the pitslut non will %anon% can be made on-line +queue
an enim is
run tkt 11- 21 at the Play • at playhouseitithepark net or

Former Murray resident Dan Cohen has just released his
self-titled debut solo album to enthusiastic reviews. Cohen's
story appeared recently in Constance Alexander's column. Main Street. There she reviewed
Dan Cohen, giving readers a taste of what was
to come.
J.A. Cheong, of Music News Nashville, writes
of the album, "... it has become an absolute
must-listen for anyone that appreciates smart lyrics,
infectious hooks, and unique performance."
AP News Services writer Steve Wine also
applauds the album: "... former English major
Cohen is an ingratiating singer, a nifty picker,
Cohen
and a talented songwriter...,"
Cohen has toured with Tracy Byrd, Andy Griggs, and others. He had a major label deal on Sony with the band Stone,
and he has played numerous times on Nashville's Grand 01'
Opry and Billy Block's Western Beat.
Signing with Weston Boys Entertainment, a Nashville independent label, Cohen was given the freedom to discover his
best sounds and demonstrate the range of his talents.
"I'm proud of the diversity of textures on this record," he
said. "I really think everybody will be able to find something
they like here. Well, hopefully more than one thing!"
He now lives in Nashville, but Cohen's roots are in Kentucky. While at Murray High. Dan was active in the speech
and theater program and played in the band Wrack with friends
Matt Lawson and Eric Niffenegger. He acted in plays and
musical productions at Playhouse in the Park from early childhood until he was in college.
Dan Cohen is available at Terrapin Station and online at
www.westonboys.com and at Amazon.com. Sample music can
be heard at http://www.myspace.com/dancohen615.
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DISCOUNTS

Take An Additional 15% Off Our Every Day Low Discount Price!**
NO ayments/No allaiutit L11111
Save on EVERY Item Throughout the Store

Buy at "SPECIAL
NEW EMPLOYEE'

For Example: *Broyhil
Retail Value
81,245
Discount Price
833
Less 15%
140

DISCOUNT PRICES
• Thomasville
• Broyhill
• Henredon
• Lane/Action

• Serta
• Mattress 1st
• AICO

Savings In Every Department For Every Room In Your Home!
• Dining Rooms
•Jewelry Armoires
lop
•
Kot kers
• Occasional Tables
• Lamps
• Pictures
• "Bedding

• Curio Cabinets
• Bombe Chests
• Entertainment
Centers

AT FLEMING FURNITURE

Accessories
• Computer Desks
• Home Office
• Swivel Rockers

• Recliners
• Sleeper Sot.ts

• Bedrooms
• I.iving Rooms

Au. WE Do IS SAVE You
OSS

MONEY!
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Traditional
Scot/Celtic
music here
this weekend
Saturday in Murray-Calloway County Central Park, a
Highland festival celebrating
all things Scottish wouldn't be
complete without traditional
Scottish music.
The Western Kentucky Highland Festival features three
bands whose mix of Scottish.
Celtic and Bluegrass music provides the soundtrack for a weekend-long celebration of western Kentucky's Scottish roots.
Exorna is an authentic Celtic.
music trio whose energetic,'
dynamic sound entertains people of diverse backgrounds.
Exorna is made up of Victor
McMullan, Forrest Harris and
Mark Butler, all of whom provide vocals. McMullan is a
native of Northern Ireland and
plays bodhran, spoons, bones.
conga, snare drum and blarney. Harris is from rural Knox
County. III., and plays fiddle,
accordion, tenor banjo and whistle. Butler is a native of Yorkshire, England, and plays guitar.
The members of Men of
Thunda describe themselves as
-savages" who draw their inspiration from the tribal roots of
the Celtic people. Accordingly, their use of only bagpipes
and drums, the two instruments
used by the ancients, gives
their music an authenticity that
is unmistakable
Grandpa's Legacy is a
('chic/bluegrass band made up
of siblings who combine upbeat
tempos with close family harmony. Grandpa's Legacy, which
took its name from the members' maternal grandfather, has
been featured on the television
series "Best of America on
Horseback" and has performed
at the Kentucky Opry.
All three hands will perform at the Highland Games,
which will take place at Central Park. Admission is $5
and children 12 and under are
free

`Volver' showing
for MSU's Cinema

International
Murray State University's
Cinema International pragratn
continues this weekend with
"Volver." a 2006 film from
Spain The film is in Spanish
with English subtitles and is
rated R The film stars Penelope Cruz, Carman Miura, Lola
Deufias and Yohana Cobo
Students, faculty, staff and
community members are invited to all Cinema International
films Admission is free Rims
begin at 7 30 p m nightly
Thursday through Saturday in
the Cunis Center Theater
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Hurricane crashes into Texas, pushes into Louisiana
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
Friday, Sept. 14, 2007:
You know how to make money
this year. You actually might
make this a major priority, as if
you were buying a house in a
few months or going to retire.
Recognize the pnce you might
pay by focusing on matenal values too much. Communication
becomes very important in all
facets of your life. Consider
updating your computer or getting a new car. If you are single,
you could meet someone quite
delightful in the second half of
the year. Don't overthink this
relationship; simply enjoy. If
you are attached, make sure
your goals are in sync with your
sweetie's. Teamwork draws
stronger results. SCORPIO
delights in your conversation.

TEXAS

5 am,„Id
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— Tropical Norm warning
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HOUSTON (AP) —
Hurricane
Humberto, which sprang up overnight,
crashed ashore early today near the
Louisiana line, bringing sustained winds of
up to 80 mph and heavy rain that raised
flooding fears, the National Weather Service
said.
Humberto was the first named storm to
make landfall on the U.S. Gulf Coast since
the twin onslaughts of Katrina and Rita in
2005.
The greatest concern for Texas residents
was the heavy rain falling in areas already
inundated by a wet summer. Coastal areas of
southwest Louisiana not fully recovered

from Rita also were
misery.
The Category 1 storm made landfall
about 5 miles east of High Island, near the
eastern tip of the Texas coast, then weakened and bore into central Louisiana, forecasters said.
"It's a very compact storm," meteorologist Jim Sweeney said. "The strongest winds
are very close to the center of circulation.
The hurricane force winds only go about 15
miles."
Power was knocked out for most of
Beaumont and Port Arthur, Entergy Texas
spokeswoman Debi Dernck said. She esti-

mated about 100,000 customers were without power in the immediate wake of the
storm. One location blacked out was
Jefferson County's Emergency Operations
Center in Beaumont, where wind speeds of
75 to 80 mph were noted, said Michael
White, the county's assistant emergency
management coordinator.
A hurricane warning had been issued
from east of High Island to Cameron. La.,
while a tropical storm warning was posted
to a section of Louisiana coast east of there.
The storm had been expected to come
ashore as a tropical storm until it energized
into a hurncane after midnight.

3 DAYS ONLY!SEPTEMBER 12-14
FREE COFFEE & DONUTS
FREE LUNCH FRIDAY

(OPEN - 10AM) s„,store
(1 141 - 1:30PM( br

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
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ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Get to the bottom of
the issue rather than fret. Worry
about what is going on on a
deeper level. Detach and watch
others Once more, actions
might speak louder than words.
A partner gives you significant
feedback Tonight. Dinner for
two.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Emphasize the practical.
Get as much work done as
'humanly possible. By the afternoon, others want or need your
time. You will want to be available. Think positively and create
much more of what you want.
Tonight: Act like the social butterfly of the Zodiac.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
**** How you deal with
someone could change radically
as the day progresses. 11 you
discover that a light touch doesn't get the message across, you
could become overly serious
and demanding. You know what
you want. Tonight: Work late
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You might want to stay
home today, but in a more open
environment, creativity will take
over A budding friendship puts a
smile on your face Look less at
the end results and enioy the
process for a change. Tonight:
Get into weekend mode.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might want to
rethink a decision. Search for
opinions and other solutions
Internalize information before
you launch into action. Be aware
that even you, a Leo, might not
have every answer Let go of
ego Tonight. Happy at home.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
*** Handle your finances in a
firm and powerful manner You
will be able to make a difference
if you stay anchored in your priones. Your way of dealing with
someone could vary considerably. Loosen up in the company
of Others Tonight. Swap news.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
***** You wake up "in the
pink.' Don't dillydally, and focus
on key prionties. What might
happen could surprise you If
you act early -- before noon -your success ratio will skyrocket
Later, it could be a problem
Tonight: Gather your bills
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
*** Though you might be slow
to start, once you are centered
and on a protect. you'll get a lot
done quickly Choose to direct
your energy in areas that are
most important for
you.
Someone is clearly drawn to
Tonight
you
Feel
your
Wheaties
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Use the a m for pnme
goals and desires You are most
iikely to succeed then If you are
together and anchored, you will
see the results Vanish in the
afternoon, when you might need
some time for yourself Tonight
Be unavailable'
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
ar ** You might want to move
in a new direction Take charge
early on and lead Pretend you
are leading others into battle
and you will become more efficient Success proves to be
yours Let it happen Tonight A
must appearance
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** If you understand the
bows and whys, you will make
much better decisions and naturally fall into the right place Use
the morning for tact-gathering
Use the p.m for taking responsibility and action Tonight Look
around You have many supporter";
PDXES(Feb. 10-March 20)
***it* A key partner might
want to make a decision but
might not choose to push toc
hard if you want to rule the roost
here ShIl, you might be better
off letting go of the steering
wheel and letting someone else
do the dnving Tonight Start
dreaming the impossible
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Smooth Fiberglass
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Open a new Lowe's Accounts Receivable or
Lowe's Business Account and Ask For
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5-DAY-ONLY SPECIAL VALUES

September 13-17, 2007
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SPECIALVALUE!

square

In-Stock
Vinyl Siding Panels

AN

now

*Lifetime limited factory
warranty *Wont decay
chip, peel or flake

ra ar 93'792-5/8
Precut SPF Stud

ALL WERNER
FIBERGLASS STEP
AND FIBERGLASS
EXTENSION LADDERS

806003

All In-stock Hollow Core
Molded Pre-Hung
Interior Door Units
LOCkaet lcd say/fahak,

SPECIA LVALUEI

now

$168

amdat

was 5188
1/244P Garay* Door Opener
with kwelacode•

$248 was 5278
8' a 7' Insulated
Wayne Dalton Geroge
93917k

Door

9' a 7' Insulated
Wayne beton Garage

SPECi A LVALUE!
HITACHI

now

$119

was 5139
ion
Cordless DdlliChlver
14.4-Volt 1.5Ah Lithium

Door
IS

SPECIALVALU1!

$897

1S-peck
Gatorade'
Thirst Quencher

*Available in Lemon Lime, Fruit

8771327

For the Lowe's nearest you, call 1-800-993-4416 or visit us online at Lowes.com
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CINCINNATI 5,ST. LOUIS I
PREP FOOTBALL PREVIEW:
Muftem AT TRIGG Co.
4111111111•1111M1111111111111111Niewasw.

Reds continue Cards'slide
ST. LOUIS
DROPS SIXTH
STRAIGHT

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Junior quarterback Jordan Garland, shown here in a game
earlier this season, will lead the Murray offense into Friday's
showdown with Trigg County ae,the Tigers look for their first
win of 4112607 season.

CINCINNATI (AP) —
Edwin Encarnacion found it difficult to hit against Anthony
Reyes when they played in the
minor leagues.
The majors are another matter.
Encarnacion homered and
drove in three runs to back
Bronson Arroyo on Wednesday
night as the Cincinnati Reds
handed the St. Louis Cardinals
their season-high sixth consecutive loss, 5-1.
Encarnacion improved to 4for-6 — with all the hits home
runs — with six RBIs in his
career against Reyes.
"In the minor leagues, he was
one of the nastier pitchers that I
faced," said Encarnacion, who
has 13 homers this season. "I
just see the ball and hit it."
Arroyo allowed one run over
six innings and Brandon Phillips
also homered for the Reds as St.
Louis missed an opportunity to
close in on first place in the NL

AP

The Reds' Edwin Encarnacion (12) high fives Jeff Keppinger,
left, after he hit a two-run home run off Cardinals pitcher
Anthony Reyes in the fourth inning on Wednesday night in
Cincinnati.
Central and left manager Tony
La Russa befuddled.
"What am I going to do, yell
and scream at them?" La Russa
said. "I don't see anyone not trying. We all share the responsibility."
The Cardinals are four games
behind division co-leaders

Milwaukee, which lost 7-4 at
Pittsburgh, and Chicago, which
beat Houston 3-2.
Arroyo (9-14) allowed six
hits with no walks and five
strikeouts in six innings to pick
up his fourth win in his last five
decisions. He improved his
career record in September to

14-6.
"It's the end of the season,"
Arroyo said. "Maybe the other
guys are getting a little tired. L
always feel good down the
stretch. It's cooler. Obviously,
you want to funsh off strong.
You want to feel like you've
given your team consistent
work."
The Cardinals had runners on
first and third with no outs in the
second, but Reyes bunted
through a pitch for strike three
and Aaron Miles struck out
swinging before David Eckstein
flied out to end the threat.
"You've got to give Arroyo
credit," La Russa said."A lot of
times, we blame the pitching,
but we only scored one run
tonight, and we needed six."
Mike
Stanton,
Gary
Majewski, Jared Burton and
David Weathers combined fot
three innings of scoreless relief,
Phillips gave the Reds a 1-0
lead in the fifth when he hit a 32 pitch down the left field line
and into the first section of seats
in fair territory for his 29th
homer, and first in 18 at-bats
since Sept. 5.
After Adam Dunn walked,
Encarnacion launched a 3-1
pitch from Reyes 437 feet.

Tigers face 1st
MURRAY STATE SOCCER
road test of'07 Bears shut out Racers
WILDCATS POSE CHALLENGE
WINLESS MU1RRAY SQUAD
the heat."
MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
-They are just extremely ath:The Tigers go from the frying letic," Edwards said. -They'll
pin to the fire this week, when line up and play man coverage
diey play their first road game of on every receiver you've got,
die season at Trigg County High_. and rhat.they may very well do
Iool In Cadiz.
--• .;-4iii-aand everyone else.
.Murray High (0-3) will have
"It's almost like they're saya-daunting task to try and post its ing, 'We're more athletic than
lust win when it plays a Wildcat you and we dare you to try to
scinad that came into the week throw to one of these guys.—
die state's best team in Class 2A,
Against Hopkins Central,
aacording
to
the
latest Trigg primarily played a cover
A1sociated Press poll.
zero defense, which means no
:Trigg County, playing its first free safeties. The Wildcats will
gime in the newly-aligned 2A rush seven.
d/strict, is undefeated so far with
However. Trigg did not show
over
%Zins
Hopkinsville, the same defense against
Calloway County and Hopkins Calloway. Versus the Lakers, the
Wildcats showed some twoCa>uniy Central.
Any solace the Tigers might safety looks, and eventually
hgve falls on the fact that they optioned for a one-safety look
ribt the same offense as Hopkins when Calloway showed some
Central, which blew a late lead promise running the football.
last week at home to Trigg
What does that mean for the
Wore falling 2725.
Tiger offense?
But seeing the different
Edwards simply said more
defensive formations that Trigg pressure will be put on certain
Cpunty lines up in, one thing aspects of Murray's offensive
Lee Edwards is sure of is that game
t* Wildcats will be "bringing
See TIGERS. 3B

RACER FOOTBALL

MICHAEL DANN

Ledger & Times

Murray State senior Katrina Meyer defends against Missouri State's Caroline Sweeney in the first half of Wednesday's match
at Cutchin Field,

MSU

•

MICHAEL DANN

Ledger & Times

*phomore safely Taylor Lanigan (26) earned Murray State
layer of the Week honors after compiling 13 tackles, six solo,
ifythe Racers' loss at Illinois State last weekend.

1Lanigan named player
opt week at Murray State
9,,

MSU Media Relations
!: Murray State football player Taylor Lanigan. a sophomore, has
bgen named the Pepsi Murray State Athlete of the Week for his per%mance in the Racers' loss at Illinois Slate last week.
ZLanigan. playing on the MSI..! defense. made 13 tackles last
Atunlay. including stx that weir solo
::The Naples. Fla. native, an advertising major. is a two-year
slitter at safety for the Racers He made 73 tackles last season as a
Ivnan. which was third-hest on the squad. He had two inrerceptts and one fumble return for a touchdown.

FALLS TO

By MSU Media Relations
The Murray State women's soccer
squad dropped a 4-0 decision to Missoun
State on Wednesday afternoon at Cutchin
Field.
Murray State had several near-misses in
the battle for the match's first goal, but it
could not find the hack of the net.
Missoun State scored the first goal only
a 1:35 before half time on a corner kick that
was deflected in the goal by Nicole Logan.
The Racers nearly tied the match in the
opening minutes of the second half. len
Nowak found herself in front and in a
crowd of defenders, but her shot was a little high and went over the top of the goal.
In the 47th minute, the match turned on
one play when MSU goal keeper Tara
Isbell made a play for a ball at the top of the
penalty box and made contact with a
Missoun State player. With a foul called on
Isbell, Missouri State had a direct kick. On
the kick, he ball was sent to the front of the
MSU goal. where a shot was directed to
Isbell's left.
Murray State defender Katnna Meyer
touched the ball with her hand and was

1-3

ON SEASON

called for denial If a goal by handling. The
Bears were given a penalty kick. and
Samantha Aguilar converted for a 2-0
Missouri State lead. Meyer was given a red
card and ejected from the match, and the
Racers played the last 43 minutes a player
down.
The Racers ended the day with four
shots — two from Laken Dirkes and one
each for Jen Nowak and Kellyn Robison.
Isbell played 70 minutes in goal and made
four saves. Tessa Williams played 20 minutes in goal and made one save.
The Racers will now participate in a
tournament at Tennessee-Martin. MSU will
face Christian Brothers Friday and Bacone
on Sunday. Both matches begin at 2 p.m.
Murray State will be on road for the next
three weeks, as it travels to Florida and
Alabama before returning to Cutchin Field
on Oct. 5 to host Morehead State
MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times

Murray State's Jaclyn Ramage (11)
goes up for a header with Missouri
State's Allison Osmundson (5) in the
first half Wednesday at Cutchin Field

!Ii

Alurrav Ledger /ft limes
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PREP FOOTBALL PREVIEW: CALLOWAY VS. MARSHALL
IMNIEWS1111

McKeel pulls out measuring stick for Marshals
THIRD-YEAR LAKER COACH WANTS TO SEE WHERE PROGRAM RANKS
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
fhey come around every
once a while — a game a coach
A "measuring stick" game.
l'or Josh McKee!. Friday
night's home opener against
Marshall County 41-2i means
more to the third-year head
coach than what this season
holds in store for the Lakers.
lie's looking at Friday night's
tilt to determine how far Laker
football program has come
under his direction.
"Can we compete against a
(('lass) 6A powerhouse like
Marshall County'? We'll find out
friday night." said McKee'.
-I'm really curious to see how
we rank up with what has been
the hest big school football team
in west Kentucky for the past
few years."
The past two seasons.
Marshalll'ounty has gone 16-6.
heating Calloway 47-14 last season and 59-9 in 2045.
Part of Marshall's success the
past two years has been on the
hack of 5-foot-9, 1140-pound
Alan Williams. The senior running hack was the state's most
productive hack last year. rushing for 20 touchdowns on 1.7142
MICHAEL DANN Ledger & limes
yards while hauling in 72 catch- Casey Brockman has thrown seven touchdowns to date this season. The junior quarterback
es tor 911 yards and An addition- has thrown for 676 yards on 41-of-73 pasting Ibis season for Calloway.
al 10TO,
-I'm confident. but I'm by no fleeting on better than 56 percent
Complementing the Marshall potent offensively As they have
confident," of his passes. He has 676 yards
offense is quarterback Stephen been in the past. and that obvi- means Overly
McKeel said. "I think if we do to go along with seven 113s on
Barga, whose torn ALT injury ously starts with Williams"
II there is J susceptible part what we do and stick to the 41-of-73 attempts. Meanwhile.
during the basketball season has
Chris Dobbins has 279 yards on
healed quite nicely All-around to the Marshall County program. ganieplan. we should he OK.
athlete Brandon Walker fills out it could very well he its defense. think we match up better with 16 receptions. George Garner
The Marshals have given up 140 them than we have in the past." has 13 catches for 269 yards.
potent Marshall offense.
"Defensively, they're still
On the injury front. the
The Marshall County dclinoe points to date this season. but
McKerl added.'They're
took a hit last week, when they they have done so against some Laken should get a boost in the
backfield, as both Tyrrell Willis doing some different things,
lost Micah Northcutt to an MCL very good competition injury and last Meyer to anoth- McCallie. Tenn.. (31) and and Trey Travis return to the bringing some pressure from
Graves County (.16)
lineup: Willis missed last week's some different places. I know
er injury
with
what win at Crittenden with flu-like against Hopkinsville, they used
Combined
Northcutt is A 6-toot. 255,
.---rnond offensive and defensive Calloway has been able to do symptoms. and Travis has been A ICH of man coverage. Will they
averaging almost recoupuig an ankle injury for the do that to us? I'm not SUM
lineman, while Meyer is 11 6-3, offensively
-You've got to think they're
Is pound offensive and defen- 40 points a game with a semen past two weeks.
tow of 119 and Mc Keel feels
Junior quarterback Casey going to try to find a way to stop
sive lineman
like Friday night's game could Brockman has lit up opposing Dobbs and George and make US
"That's a blow to them,"
be very entertaining
secondaries this season. con- do something else."
Mc:Keel said "But their just as

rwo MINUTE DRILL
CALLOWAY COUNTY LAKERS

shawn

•

JENKINS

height weight class
5-10 I 155 I Sr.

Pet your dying to own:
Bulldog
should play me in a
motio:
Owen Wilson
Movie that scared the hibbie*lies out of me:
Jurrasic Park
Favroitar thing to eat M the
Chicken
I'd like to go a round in the ring
with:
My brother, Jeremy
Last video game you played:
Halo
Nkkname growing up:
Jenks
Song you'd sing for karaoke:
"Should've Been A Cowboy"
Lost, Grey's Anatomy or CSI:
Grey's Anatomy
Favorite Easter candy:
Reeces Pieces

Sound bites
"You've got to think they're
going to try to find a way to
stop Dobby and George and
make us do something else."
-Josh McKeel

45

2007 DISTRICT STANDINGS
Tian
z •
_alloway County
0-0
2-0
.one Oak
0-0
1-2
0-0
HoPk,cs Co Central
0-3
0-0
Munenterg North
LAST WEEK
Cailoway teat Crittenden County 49-7
L one Oak was KIM
Hopkins County Central IOW to Trigg
County 27-25
Muniennerg North lost to Todd County
Central 34-8
THIS WEEK
Calloway at Marshal County (.1-21
Lane Oak at Otwon County Central, Tenn
Hopkins County Central vs Booneville
Ind
Munienberg North at Reidlandi0-2

2007 LAKER STATS
Calloway
Opponents

21
14

35
28

21
20

42 - 119
24 . 85

TEAM STATISTICS
OPP
CCHS
51
134'
First DOwns
Rustles-Yards
82-473 108-670
Passing Yards
676
215
Comp-Att lot
47.73-7 23-45-2
Total Yards
1107
885
11-6
Fumbles-Lost
5-3
Penalties-Yards
15-103 27-218

lksowiouft. Burettes
Rusesac — Willis 30-216 4TD,
Brockman 17-66 2TO Bumpus 111-.
60 2T0 Hargrove 6-54. Seay 1-25
TO
Travis 4-21
Burks 2-1.
Treadway 1-1 TO, Burkeen 1+1).
Lrttlepage 1-i .2/
P/aS/MG — Brockman 4173-7 676 Tr0
RECEIVING — Dobb.ns 16.279 2113,
Garner 15-269 aTD. Willis 3-34 TO,
McClure 4-34 Hargrove 2-21. Gillum 1,
30

Friday Night Forecast
GAME TIME FORECAST SHOULD HOVER SOMEWHERE AROUND 70
DEGREES FRIDAY NIGHT. THERE IS A 30 PERCENT CHANCE OF ISOLATED THUNDERSTORMS, WITH HIGHS IN THE MID-SOS AND LOWS IN THE
MID-50s.
ACCORDING TO WEATHER.0001
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• Group Discounts
Room Available Seats 60!
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FOR TO GO ORDERS CALL

F.-mon All *co rewy5 /It

Thornton Tile and Marble ; 762-002.2
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SHOPPES OF MURRAY
illetween Goody's 8 Nlostiettil

612 S. 9th St. • Murray • 753-5719
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TOKENS

Envoy two all-you-can-eat
pizza & spagatti lunch buffets
including drinks!

I undt Donor
or Weekend

with purchase of buffet
Age 14 & Under

11,44.10jA t•ip

BUFFET Now opEN

'
.
ALL DAY EVERY DAY"

It 1S

Qffwwir
wef*end

Lunch

BUFFET NOW OF
ALL DAY EVERY DAY!

COOD WCA1 6e900 LUCK
MAUS! cf
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L.
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111114011S1INUT STMEET • 753-6666

Couldn'tlake It To The Gael
We've Got No Covered:
Catch All The
Football Action
On MES Channel 15
THIS WEEK'S FEATURED GAME
CCHS vs.
Marshall Co.
Replayed Sat., Sept. 15, Sun., Sept. 16
& Wed., Sept. 19 at 2 p.m. & 7 p.m.
DON'T MISS A THING — WES CHANNEL 15

'

SPORTS
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"We're going to have to have
.i quarterback that can throw
some good pin-point passes and
some receivers that can go up
and get the football," he said.
Well have to put more pressure on our blitz pickup. That
has to be flawless. And somebody is going to have to make
some plays...
The Tiger defense will be
responsible for stopping a Tngg
offensive unit that counters with
speedy back Scotty Mayes, as
well as the bulldozing Brandon
lindges.
Donald Bush is the signal
caller for head coach Shannon
liurcham and the Wildcats,
while Bush is very well protectup front with the help of line[iien that range in weight from
225 to 270.
A win against one of the
,tate's top teams would do wonders for Edwards and the Tigers
who have started 1-4(2004)and
0-5 (2006) under the third-year
head coach.
Still, under the current schedule, Edwards feels like his
record should be better than
what it reads on paper.
"Coming into the first three
games, I felt like, quite honestly,
if we could have gotten one of
the three, I would have been a
little content. Not satisfied, but
realistically content," Edwards
said. "We knew that we were
playing three good teams to start
: the season. Coming out of the
first three. I feel like we should
have at least been 2-1. We had a
chance to be 3-0."
Still, Edwards is uncertain
how he should interpret the
Tigers' current state.
"Part of me wants to say that
we're competing, we're improving. That's really all you can ask
for," he said. "But, at the same
time, we're all competitors every kid, every coach. And
they run that thing called a
scoreboard.
"If we were basing it solely
on the effort or progress that
we're making, then we've had
an extremely successful first
:three games of the season."
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MURRAY HIGH TIGERS

Padres
still lead
devin
wild-card,
51
barely

GRAVES
height weight class
5-10 I 235 I Sr.
My WWE nickname would be:
The Prodigy
Bed thing I watched on TV last
week:
Michigan/Oregon game
Favorite Chick Flick:
Along Came Polly
Last video game you played:
Guitar Hero II
If I were Harry Potter, I would:
Ride around on a broom all
day
Pet you're dying to own:
mini Lama
should play me in a
swim
Cory Zirbel
ht my pockets right now:
Cell phone, ink pen. wallet
keys
First celebrity crush:
Pam Anderson
, but
rd supposed to like
I diet
School

2007 DISTRICT STANCWIGS
Iiaa
Tngg County
Heath
Caldwell County
Murray
Reidland

3-0
1-2
1-2
0-3
0-3

1-0
1-0
0-1
0-1
0-1

CROWDED PACK
GAINING GROUND

CCPF21E" isr CP 3I FrEP

.)
Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St • Murray KY • 753-3415

Stem Aura
irksurawe

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS
American League
East Division
I.
GB
W
89 58
Boston
5
83 62
New York
16
72 73
Toronto
6t2
61 83
Baltimore
7 12
61 85
Tampa Bay
Central Division
L
GB
W
85 61
Cleveland
51/2
80 67
Detroit
13
72 74
Minnesota
211/2
63 82
KansasCity
23
62 84
Chicago
West Division
GB
L
W
86 59
Los Angeles
91.2
76 68
Seattle
16
71 76
Oakland
17
s
ancl
69 76
Wednesdays Scores
Chicago White Sox 7 Cleveland 4
Kansas City 6, Minnesota 3
Detrod 5, Texas 1
Boston 5 Tampa Bay 4
LA Angels 18 Baltimore 6
N V Yankees 4 Toronto 1
Seattle 6, Oakland 5
Today's Games
LA Angels (Lackey 16-8) at Baltimore
(Leicester 1-1), 6 05 pm
N `I Yankees (Kennedy 1-01 at Toronto
(Burnett 8-7), 607 p m
Texas (Millwood 9-11) at Oakland
(Gaudin 10-11), 9 05 p m
Tampa Bay (Hammel 2-41 at Seattle
(Weaver 6-12), 9)05 p m
Friday's Games
N Y Yankees (Planate 13-8) at Boston
(Matsuzaka 14-12) 6 05 p m
Kansas City (Bannister 12-8) at
Cleveland (Sabathia 17-7), 6 05 p m
Baltimore (Buries 5-5) at Toronto
(Las& 5-8), 607 pm
Detroit (Robertson 7-11) at Minnesota
(Garza 3-5). 7 10 p.m
LA Angels (Colon 6-6) at Chicago
White Sox (Contreras 8-16). 7 11 pm
Texas (Gabbard 6-1) at Oakland (Meyer
0-1) 9)05 p m
Tampa Bay (Shields 12-8) at Seattle
IF Hernandez 12-7) 9 05 p m

National League
East Division
L
GB
M
New York
8362
7
76 69
Philadelphia
74 72
9 1/2
Atlanta
18 1/2
Washington
65 81
20 12
63 83
Florida
Central Division
L
GB
W
74 71
Chicago
74 71
Milwaukee
4
69 74
St Louis
8
66 79
Cincinnati
9 1/2
65 81
Pittsburgh
11
63 82
Houston
West Division
I.
GB
83 64
Arizona
3 1/2
78 66
San Diego
6
76 69
Colorado
76 69
6
Los Angeles
16 1/2
66 80
San Francisco
Wednesday's Scores
Pittsburgh 7, Milwaukee 4
Florida 5 Washington 4 12 innings
Colorado 12 Philadelphia 0
N Y Mets 4 Atlanta 3
Cincinnati 5 St Louis 1
Chicago Cubs 3 Houston 2
L A Dodgers 6 San Diego
Arizona 9 San Francisco 4
Today's Games
St Louis (K Wells 6-16) at Cincinnati
(Hwang 14-4) 11 35 a m
Colorado (Francis 15-7) at Philadelphia
(Durbin 6-5). 6 05 p m
Chicago Cubs (Trachse) 6-10) at
Houston(W Williams 8-14), 7 05 p m
San Diego (Maddox 12-9) at LA
Dodgers ID Wells 7-8), 9 10 p m
Friday's Games
Atlanta (James 10-10) at Washington
(Chico 5-8) 7-05 pm
Philadelphia (Moyer 13-11) at NY Mets
(Glavine 13-6), 7 10 p m
Pittsburgh (Snell 9-12) at Houston
(Oswalt 14-7) 7 05 p m
Cincinnati (Dumatrait 0-4) at Milwaukee
(Sheets 12-4). 7 05 p m
Chicago Cubs (Zambrano 15-12) at St
Louis (Wainwnght 13.10), 710 pm
Florida (Willis 8-15) at Colorado (Fogg
9-9), 8 05 p m
San Francisco (Zito 9-12) at San Drew
(Young 9-7). 9 05 p m
Arizona (Davis 13-11) at LA Dodgers
(Penny 15-4), 9 40 p m

By The Associated Press
The San Diego Padres had
Trigg Co beat Hopkins Co Centra, 27
better not look over their shoul25
der. The view back there is getHeath beat Rediland 34-12
ting awfully crowded.
Murray lost to Caktwell Co 27-14
Reidland 061 10 Heath 34-12
Chad Billingsley filled in for
Ties WEEK
Lowe and limited San
Derek
Murray
Tngg County vs
Heath at Caldwell Co
Diego to one run over six
Murray at Trigg Co
innings, helping the Los Angeles
Cakhkell Co vs Heath
Reidland at MuNenberg North 10-3)
Dodgers top the Padres 6-1 on
Wednesday night and pull with2007 TIGER STATS
2 1/2 games of the NL wildin
57
16
00 213 13
Murray
card leaders.
07 33 21 21 82
Opponents
Meanwhile, Matt Holliday
TEAM STATISTICS
into a triple play in the first
lined
OPP
MHS
inning, then hit a three-run
48
58
First Downs
98-408
109-607
Rushes-Yards
homer his next time up as the
566
375
Passing Yards
Rockies romped past
Colorado
30-71-6
49-87-6
Comp-An-Int
the Phillies 12-0 in Philadelphia.
974
919
Total Yards
3-3
7-3
Fumbles-Lost
Those two teams are also 2 1/2
18-130
Penalties-Yards 23-203
games back of San Diego.
"The starting pitching sets
PIONDUAL STATISTICS
the tone for any big series, and
Fluserio - King 54-428 2TD. Therrell
Billingsley again did it to us,"
22-159 2TD. Heskel 14-86. Davis 6910. Darcus 1-5. Garland 9-4 Wells
said Padres manager Bud Black,
2-2. Hotzschuh 1-0
whose club trails Arizona by 3
Garland 28-62-5.349 2TD.
_Puma
games in the -NLWesr. -We -1/2
'Merrell. 2-8-0 26. King 0-1-00
"ft's almost like ths9i"àyhad him against the ropes a couliacermia - King 13-109 TO. Therrell 4than
athletic
ing,'We're more
103. McClure 4-71. Darcus 5-66 TD Davis
ple of times, but couldn't break
2-18. Deese 1-5. Hammonds 1-3
you and we dare you to try to
through.throw to one of these guys."
Rookie James Loney home-Team and Individual stets provided by
Greg Gowned
-lee Edwards
red for the fifth time in his last
six games for the Dodgers, who
won for just the third time in
their last 11 games.
Billingsley (11-4) hadn't
pitched since last Friday, so he
had the normal rest between
Directions according to litapquest.com (from MRS)
starts. But he wouldn't have
Total Est. Distance: 38.57 ides
Total Est. Time: 54 minutes
1.0 NAM
thrown in the bullpen had he
Start out going EAST ow RAIN ST KY-94 toward N 18TH ST.
known his outing was being
Toni LEFT onto N 12TH ST / US-641 / KY-121. Cowboys@ to follow N 12Th ST /11S2.9 aim
641 K.
moved up.
20.8 miles
Toni RICK onto KY-80 L
-That's just Billingsley. He
II Tryouts for the Murray 10-year-old travel baseball team have been
Tore LEFT ado US-68 / KY-80 / KY-810 E / E KY-80 / E 1)5-68. Cooties.' to follow
doesn't back down ever," rescheduled due to rain. Tryouts are now set for Saturday at 1 p.m. on
miles
10.7
-68.
US
E
/
13S-68
Martin
Russell
catcher
Dodgers
2.9 miles
Field 6 at the Murray-Calloway County Park. In case of rain, the tryouts
Tont LEFT onto 05-68 BR / KY-80 / KY-80 E / KY-80 E.
said. "He always wants the
will be moved to Monday at 5:30 p.m. at the same location. Prospective
(ad at 203 Maio St Cadiz, Ky.
ball."
players must not turn 11 before May 1.2008. For more information, conIn • other - -XL" • games tact Kevin Lamb at 753-3282 or by cell phone at 227-8744, or Chris
Wednesday, it was: Arizona 9, Claris at 753-7850 or by cell phone at 293-0557.
San Francisco 4; New York 4,
Atlanta 3; Pittsburgh 7,
Milwaukee 4; Chicago 3, NFL
Houston 2; Cincinnati 5, St.
Louis I: and Florida 5,
Washington 4 in 12 innings.
Billingsley allowed five hits
Mass. right now, things could get out
FOXBOROUGH,
while walking four and striking (AP)- It's not just the NFL's of hand in a matter of weeks if
out five. He threw 109 pitches players who are getting into we don't protect the integrity of
before being lifted for a pinch trouble these days.
the game."
hitter.
I
but
mistakes
was
NFL security confiscated a
It
Roger
past.
in the
Commissioner
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Things didn't go nearly as Goodell is investigating whether video camera and tape from
learned from them."
:Willie Williams walks into the
Still, when it came time to well for Phillies starter Kyle the Patriots illegally videotaped Patriots video assistant Matt
'room, shakes hands and smiles.
who left in the
head back to big-time football, Kendrick (8-4).
the opposing coaches during Estrella on Sunday when he was
"How you doing? Nice to
Williams knew his past would fourth inning of the Rockies' their Week 1 victory over the working on the Jets' sideline.
meet you," the Louisville linerout after getting hit by Garrett New York Jets. New England
not be forgotten.
backer said, gold teeth flashing.
his
Miami took considerable crit- Atkins' line drive. X-rays on
coach Bill Belichick apologized
This affable guy is the same
bruised knee were negative and Wednesday - for what, it wasWilliams
admitted
it
when
icism
himself
nicknamed
player who
day-to-day.
was
after his past became known, Kendrick
n't clear - and confirmed that
"The Predator" back when he
"I didn't get a chance to see he has spoken to Goodell about
and he expected more of the
was terronzing high school ballsaid,
same when it was time to trans- it, but I felt it," Kendrick
an "interpretation" of league
carriers in South Flonda? The
had gone
swelling
the
adding
Angeles.
Los
West
of
fer out
rules.
player whose off-field problems
by the time
He found an ally in longtime down considerably
"If they are in fact found
made him infamous before he
ended.
game
the
TV Schedule
guilty ... the rest of the member
friend Nate Harris, a former
sever played a down for the
Not even turning their second clubs are confident the league
Today
Miami recruit whose scholar:University of Miami?
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
triple play of the season could will take punitive action against
the
by
pulled
was
ship
p.m.
6:30
Willie
old
the
was
Sony, that
struggling Phillies, who it." said Tennessee Titans coach
ESPN - West Virginia at Maryland
Hurricanes after he was arrested help the
Williams. the one who was
winning six
GOLF
Jeff Fisher, who is also a cofor his involvement in an armed are 4-7 since
arrested 11 times before he gradNoon
straight to pull within two chairman of the league's compeyears
two
spent
Harris
robbery.
Tour The Tour
PGA
TGC
uated high school.
East-leading
NL
the
of
games
Championship, first round at Atlanta
tition committee.
in junior college before moving
'1 feel like 'The Predator,'
SOCCER
"There's no place for it.
on to Louisville, where he Mets.
to p.m.
hut I'm more like an alien now."
Things completely unraveled Everybody clearly understands
helping
years.
two
for
MLS. Los Angeles at
starred
ESPN2
he said. "I'm like something
knocked
was
CD Chivas USA
the rules. The competition comthe Cardinals win the Big East after Kendrick
from another dimension."
WNBA BASKETBALL
from the game.
proto
year.
is
last
responsibility
Bowl
Orange
mittee's
the
and
to
him
led
8 p.m.
has
His odyssey
Omar Quintanilla hit an RBI tect the integnty of the game.
ESPN2 - Playoffs. Finals Game 4
Harris now plays for the Kansas
had
Tulowitzki
single and Troy
Detroit at Phoenix (rf necessary)
With technology the way it is
City Chiefs.
After being one of the most
a two-run single.
some
through
went
"Nate
in
prized recruits in the country
similar situations as me and
.2004, Williams spent two years
and I saw him come
everything
his
down
live
to
trying
:at Miami
here and become successful, so I
:ieputation off the field and up to
was like, 'It's a great program.iris reputation on it, Off the field,
said.
Williams
bust.
a
was
he
be was OK. On it,
If Williams needed further
AP
-It felt like they weren't getgot it while watching
(mg 1(X) percent of Willie Louisville linebacker Willie proof. he
thump the
Cardinals
the
born
was
Williams because I
Williams is thankful for a new
31-7 last year.
and raised down there and there start after transferring to the Hurricanes
"I saw what they did to UM
:was a lot of distractions and Cardinals from Miami.
I was like 'Man, that's where
so
:everything." he said. "I felt like
I need to be at.- he said.
In today's air-tight homes, Indoor Air Quality is a growing concern. Most house4 had to get out of it a little bit." S1011...
It wasn't that simple. Wary of
Williams descnbes his relaWilliams transferred to West
hold dust contains dust mites, mold, mildew, pollen, and animal dander. Many of
Community tionship with Austin as more the risk, Louisville athletic
Angeles
:Los
these contaminant's are circulated through the central air systems in most homes
Tom lunch and coach
.Tollege eager to flee the tempta- father-son than coach-player, director
Kragthorpe talked extenand can aggravate the symptoms of asthma and allergies.
lrfIC of his hometown. He found and said the time out West Steve
family.
his
Williams,
with
sively
:peace and perspective out West allowed him to refocus his priorand Austin. getting assurances
linder coach Craig Austin. a ities before he became another
all that Williams' troubled
from
x)lice officer with a reputation cautionary talc
-Me being all the way in Cali past was behind him.
lkw helping troubled young men.
"He's very captivating."
It didn't take long for on my own and everything,
Kragthorpe said. "I think he'%
:11Villiams to walk into the spare away from my family for the
very genuine and Willie will
•?orm rooms, the quiet campus first time, it helped me grow and
that he has made some
admit
Williams
things."
ides) Inspection S% stem allows :1 011 ID See
.end realize he wasn't in Miami learn different
mistakes in his life. But he
Ilnymore. He had to buy his own said.
11-1111ble %MOS and %critics that the job oas done right.
Namely. how lucky he wa% wants an opportunity to contintleats. gloves and wristbands
ue to distance himself from
lend abide by the same rules as and how it he was going to grow
those things. Since Willie's been
passing
stop
to
needed
he
teammates
up.
ed
less-herald
%is
here, he's been tremendous."
"I think it was an eye-open- blame for his off-the-field transHe's also been somewhat
4r." Austin said. "He was accus- gressions.
anonymous. In fact, he's not
of
kind
was
stuff
the
of
lot
accorrunoda"A
class
Serviriq The People of Western Kentucky For Over 70 Years
omed to first
even the only Willie Williams on
ton% Here he was just another petty and I learned from the sitthe team. Senior defensive tack.
:student and aware of what could uations and grew," he said."Yes,
It Willie Williams outranks him
things
some
did
I
decihappen.
wrong
did
it
)1appen if he made a
LAST WEEK

Sound bites

If You Go

SportsBriefs

V,OUISVILLE FOOTBALL-

Williams tries to put
the past behind him

Belichick offers apology

Air Duct System Cleaning

Air duct cleaning can rid your ducts of:
Dirt & Debris • Mold •Pollen • Dust Mites

nd impro‘e the efficiency. of your HVAC system
us- Rolm

Randy Thornton Co., Inc.

802 Chestnut Street•Murray, KY •(270) 753-8181
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S8.25 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Rua
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads MI& Run Within 6 DO Prri.is/
13.35 per colunus inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

minim d

viv."1.1.4F,..1.r.voalram
•Wit5

Fn. 11 Lin

NOM
TWO

Non Spit

RIO
Sega

Dv 11 IA

Not 1 p.m.

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
• .35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

isairooea

Soothe

VOW pa.
Ttit 1 pA

"CI& Apeirmito

for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
VISA
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask
p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
a.m.-5
7:30
y-Friday
Monda
Hours:
Office
Ave.
l
Whitnel
1001
at
or stop by our office
Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
CONHTRUCTION or
ALLOWAY COUNTY HEALTH CENTER MEMORY LANE
A
Apartments
IC
PEPSI MIDAIWER
IT 4.21011
MURRAY.

von
AL1AHVAY COUNTY BOARD OF HEALTH
•.( tllowity Count) Nonni of Health will receive isealed bid, for the constr..'
cow
trig stone referenced prows* aa descritwd herein and 11. 1.1K fort in th.e
I noPtat•
4erier•I the protect f•OftIlLOU of coeustruction A. new singtestory 9 10`0,
• Health t enter to he built •t thy above referented Iteration

OPEN INTERVIEWS
•Monday-Prlday 9AM-4PM

8AM-NOON
positions
Murray
local
Now Miring
AM Or PM Merchandising Piesition
•Saturday

-soma .4 work include but are not limited to. cite cleanng, earthwork ter.,
grasses, cast in plate tutu-rete un
lf4.1 hot mit asphalt paving, lawn* &
.
picationa. ,emit et0rbir unit masonry aweeniblies cold formed metal frwi
int•
• al Lehr.•tion. rough ca./v./ars metal plate tonneeled wood trueees
,
11111U11111
baited eatenor
lotectural woodwork building insulatson
sheet metal flashing•trim pan meal,
• '••sh syeteni asphalt shingle* aiding
entrarows & store('
framed
aluminum
wood
doors
-reel doors & frame, fluati
tile
Wabrig gypauni hosed amenable. anaistscal panel ceilings. resilient floor
pet painting fire extinguisher cabinet. toilet & bath mccaegones mecharo

it,u siastic individuals to work at the
Peps, MatAmenca us seek,i,j
itore level and help build customer relations JOID requires maintenance of
r, store shelf space inventory and displays Jobs require own transportain and require., lifting of 20 lbs Must work some week-ends and nights

Territory Sales Representatives
MidAmenca is accepting applications from qualified candidates lc,r
a full time position in the sales execution of Pepsi products with a
Bachelors degree or 2 years of sales experience
A' Pepsi MidAmenca we offer 401k, Defined Pension Plan Health
Insurance Prod Vacation and opportunity for advancerrientl_.

elotracal
Bids will be remelted for the above pniye.ct until 2110 rmuhr.i...rim& galbx
701 Olive
gyu utannual.Aga at the Calloway County Health Center
street Murray KY 42071 at which time and place all Ind* will be pubighl opened
lend roved aloud
at 9 On
A pre bid contemn., us scheduled for WeglaggidaL UMW=.1.1„21/0
Prev•iling Time at the 4 '•Ileoray I Minty Health Center
r
Proposed birma 01 contract &momenta are on file at the "cc J Patrick
Atrtisiteste In. 1117 North Ylth St Post Office Bot 129ti Paducah. KY 42.
4:
KY
Paducah.
12•15 and at Farris McIntosh Tremper Inc PO Boo 721*
74010, and will be •railable (41 and after &L'AILS:11.L.Agti;
4 11,
,
%idea of the .1o. unbent... will abr, be on file at the following locations for
tern by interested part..
Aluee isted (emeriti Contractor.
2101 Slit fasten Blvd
Paducah KY 42001

Aare-sated (Stew's!(Oritractors
162$ Highway 121 Hyping
Mures, KY 42071

National I Ofustruction News
Ill( New Mill Road Ste 107
Esanssille IN 47710

Dodge Reports.
1604 Elm lull Pb rem
Nashville TN 37210

Dodge (*cep
I'll I 'err, Court.
trio...ill. KY Art%

Builders 1Kit hang.
2330 Alriaiduei Drive
lArturerillie KY 40119 1.172

SWOP Itigetryl
1531 US Dewy &Of N Benton KY 42025
Attn: AlshApy litrylor
(270)5.77-50811
IsierreanhingpopsIrnIclorryorIca.com
r
Pippin taktnneareco is on Boaroi opportunity anualoyo

Murphy USA is currently seeking
a Manager in the Murray area.
Our gas station is located on the parking lot
of the Wal-Mart Supercenter.
Excellent starting salary
($30,000 to $35,000/YR)

ttw dmument• may be (A:Awned from Paducah Blueprint & Supply
5199 Broaderay Paducah KY .770. 444 6171 by depnintinit a nunpany
heck in the Amount .4 Taro Hundred Dollars 420100•, made payahle to the
I sallower County Hoard of Health for each met of dorumersta ao obtained An wicla
it,.
TInflaa- ainnuitt *MI he rhargwel for sloping* and ••apartilm check must be
parable r.. Padorah Blueprint & Supply .. The amount .4th. Shipping chary.
ts
eill
deposit
In
pima
The 1120000
as a,labl. from Paducah Blueprint & Supply
otmottid le each person who returns the plans & epersatettess l.awed iseditase
,Supply rii within ten days alter bed operetta(
Pudinieh Moe-print•'
op.-.

plus monthly commissions, complete benefit
package including Health Benefits and Profit
Sharing program. Applicants should possess
strong leadership skills, solid basic retail math
skills and outstanding people skills. Pnor retail
management experience not required,
but desired.

all buts•
I rI all...ay Counts Hoard 01 Health reserves the right to mewl any Of period of
e cove any formalities in the bidding No hid shall be withdrawn for •
• five days 4'. witraempient LIP the up...rung 01 Inds
I: •
Mere muat roniplo with the Presorienfs Executive Order SOO 11246 arid
h prohibit durnmanatson iO eeriplovenerit regardIng race creed cr.lor 11•11 ,ro
Right. Act of 19014
oriel origin Bidders mum ...mph watt. Title 1.1 .4th.
the
.1 Anti Knittswili Act Nertsun 1 Newrrewcatect Facilities Siertebn Pio end
• oars Work Hours qtandard Art
equal einiplovrnient oppiel unit and moment
4.(lmati.44 10 4/.11.1 to the priensistra for
of n.4 Lew than fflifIlftll1131 salanee end emcee as as forth an the specifkatione s .-•
P.. paid .41 this protect

Call Murphy Oil USA, Inc.
Toll Free at
1-800-843-4298

provtde fie
Bidders mums ...rut" that tto• 4.. not and rib mat maintain,.
• reed
oragyinees •ny foillttiee that ant megiegated .ln the haws of ewe color
oational origin
Pederal law prohibit. diwnsnamition em the grounds of race color nelsons. r
relisoort age hands•p and ars in this sprawl Murrell, Arms are ports/A/lath
sit...ea/west to isaetutpate
teiept
l. 11e(er Pnlest• eith 111.114 DM:Funding the Agency ashen manor.•
which bag been weitatiliebed vial an
I. ,TIII•AftWha4 atm*. Iteyiee lie the thrill 11111),
'sill
‘nuo-prewe
•
an
ggd
1..".lo
A00-147
(4111
•Yt•l number hoe the hearing impaired
the tailor with the requested persen state offlm•

.rrdy iS 5eeking
A,tt.,oty
The
Of Computer
41
applications for the
Learning Grant Specialist Employee will be
responsible for administering a federal grant
Responsibifities include schedulprogram
ing instructors, volunteers and staff grant
ftrOOrting and budgeting, and grant writing
for future services Applicant most have a

Pa •ieremehi/ bidder fedi he required I.. furnish and per be Setalactorr
Performance and ['gement !Juno•
•••.• plan. an-4 tpet-tifIcalson• sill be ueued alto, thy late 01 the pre hid conference
allesear, 1 ounty hoard
Chaarnen
ADVERTUSERIENT

Youth servere s peridwrierminurity heed
'ereiresoi armee to didaria with temoiessielemelmposeoboe le wawa* the Wive's,' Wes
io
itrantswes
aromes with mil maahrmaki dale amid
ISA reanimation Low Moro KY hear,
1706/:ASIR (-1.11 ea earl epeirtioity
awe,
prenderearpernar dors Ira deeninerser Hsi bow d
ea' singlall de reisitall
eat.
ere •.• e.eie

Mut 1.41V

LASER
N
k
./IS/ are
War Vales. Ike Sail&
Skin ItiaNsidliM

7e141698
leolere•
HAND
Say at Sandie Da.
14E MI 3•111

1111114111111
urNIATURESNphaw
,lectiehind mule cone
mak magi of Hazel
Answers to Louie
fif WAR) 270-4112MS'S 270-293 1422

proficient knowledge of all Microsoft products Applicant must also have excellent oral
and written skills Accounting/bookkeeping
and customer service background preferred.
Past expenence in successhi grant wneng
required Experience in an educabonal setting is also preferred Applications can be
picked up at the main office of the Authority
located at 716 Nash DRYS, Murray KY, and
wil be taken until September 20. 2007 at
330 PM The applicant's resume must be
attached to the application A full lob description via be vended with the application

BID

• .led tads sill he myeimed at Wren Ionetnartors
281.: Illantsule Drive lewurnlle Kentie
.1110 at 2-4bp-tp EST c. Wedereider (*sew/ 1
ii: far the IllarriyA'alireiar 'emery Hempark.
ii• call' Prising A RIKNOAToRY pro bed realer
•.sill So held on Waitntiollei lApplotsktst 19 114.7
. 1000• m .1:9T in Conference Regan 2 Wert at
e Murray Calloway Counts liewpital tell Poplar
rimmet Murray Karldusir 42071 town...twit p.m..
•wils1 inquire at M102. 4111 1P2.50 Any contrect
• oilt mg horn Ito. had will by•prevailing wage non
and
as4l lo. additsewl irJermalsom refer to plane
per IF.•tiorie *heal are •sgtheld• for purifier st
Lynn Ireseging 2-1110 Plasdastle Dever lemiavall•
Kaginetir 40.11141 502. 490•14400

A rhed needs you'
Become a lose& per
ent up to S38iclay
WXUMFS
270-443-9004
PAIN/Wercoreneclor
realign@ esperlenced
professional pourney
men painters Must
have 4-years proies
soon& paning amen
ince Position includes
benele pter nciuding
Health Reererneni &
pad vecalions To
apple Cel 7133-43005
IMO 9=41 0990•19111
No wee as appecanas
accepted Thas antes.
rty•an equal caiPorbn
nay employer

11"

11/11.11Z13
LISA

GROUNDSKEEPER
at Murray State
tiff*
Unoversory
benefits High scritmil
graduate. one yeer
expenence operating
tractors construction
equipment tne:k s
Valid driver $ license
must obtain COL
Class 13) Pre-empiov
in/wit dint@ screening
Saws $7 52 hour%
Apply at Murray
Career Confer
(Department of
Employment Services ,
200 South Sth Street
Murray KY 42071
Wornsrvinnoneee
encouraged to apply
EEO. WM.AA

,
No phone calks. pleas

NNW NINO.
0•••••••• '•

E0E

ACTIVITY DIRECTOR
I Ull time kitifkL1 through 1-ridav Prefer ern fled hut sill train Applo,ant sill need good
;oropk• sI.ulls. organirational .ohilities, and he
,imputcr literate Appl% in rerun only. Fern

tUUMTAtielei TUCK
Fultrm.
DRIVER
bane/ft High whoa
graduate on* year
driving trucks and
equipment required
Valid driver $ license
(required to obtain
Pro-employCOL )
none drug screening
Salary $7 52 hourly
Humen
at
Apply
Murray
Resources
Stale University 404
Sparta Hall Murray
42071-3312
KY
Worn•niminoriti•s
encouraged to wily
EEO. MSC AA

[Max( ImMIC. 14)5 'Stadium Vice Dr

[w"

LAN -Perlarre
RN or
2-3 days/week P0
Box 1040-0 Murray
KY 47071

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton e currently
accepting applicaeone
tor the tolowing poet
bete Full-erne LPN
We oder comPallevir
wages arid an semi
lent benefit package
Must be keneed in the
Sada of Kentucky
Apply in person at
Brivehaven or Benson
2007 Man Street Hwy
641 S Benson KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE

WE

of
BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
tor Ole Wowing powbons Certified Nursing
We oiler
Amistents
conspeeeve wage* and
on excellent benefit
Mabee ACIPh in per
son at Brinhaveri or
Benton 2007 Main
641S
Hwy
Street
KY 42025
Benton
E0EAAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
IX.Co
WWW.WAWI
For more intormation
call Brad 753-4001

AVON PT help needed
931-2324192.
877-420-6687

NEW

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and hko Bedroom Apartments
Central Heal and Air
Accepting Applications

Thr Power ta

Help Us Help Aids!'
He a Foster Parent

••

3!:
(Hike Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.jz
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

(270) 898-1293
(866)iONECCO
FT Sales Rep, Comm
sales qualified leads
Send resume to Peco
Products. LLC, P0
Box 363, Murray KY
email
or
42071
info0pecoproducts.co
FULL-TIME receptionist for busy physician's
office Medical knowledge required Mail
resume VVKS, 300 S
80-1 St., Ste. 401E,
Murray, KY 42071
HELP WANTED
Part/Full time 3 shifts
daily 7 days a week
fahr after pald
training • Benefits
Contact us nowt
1-888-974-JOBS or
yoswo.1888974tobacom
Opening
JOB
JandoriaL'Housekeepin
area
Murray
g
Benefits available Fax
resume to 444-0389.
LOCAL company now
hiring telephone marketing specialists. Full
and pan-twee positions
available Training pro$7-1118 per
vided
hour. Paid weekly, Call
759-4958

4.

060

150
Kelp Waded

Articles
For Sale

YARD Foreman needed Previous experience a plus Send
resume to PO Box
350. Murray, KY 42071
or apply in person at
Myers Lumber Co , 500
Street
4th
South
Murray, KY 42071

Murray Memorial
Gardens
2 Crypts
inside chapel
$8500
(270)247-0335

HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
CLEANING for Homes Flat screen Plasma & •
or Businesses I have LCDs Rear Projection
20 years expenence also. LG. Toshiba.
270-759-9553
Hitachi & Sony We
WILL clean houses have a large selection
of entertainment cenFlexible hours
ters & TV carts.
314-348-1738
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

MATH Tutor, HS math,
M-Th 3:30-5.00 at my
horns. &Mr. 492-8399
Graphic
NEEDED:
Designers needed Oct a
contractual basis for
large format pnnters
Must be available to
contact clients clunng
daytime working hours
ki-F 9AM-5PM Send
resume to
info0pecoproducts co
or inClUde samples of
graphic design protects
and references

hair
NEEDING
Special
dressers
ASSISTANT Delegate
Effects, Benton, KY
Administrator, Pan tome or full 703Information Systems 0542, 437-4755
Department Full-erne.
NOW hiring Days Inn
non-tenure track posinight auditor/front deek
tion to begin October (days) API* in P•rebn
2007 CluellIkelkess: only 517 S 12th St.
Bachelors degree in
Murray
computer science or
NOW taking appliesrelated field, one year
bons for alt positions
with
experience
of
and all shlfts Apply
Oracle Of Microsoft
In person at Sonic
SOL Server or D82
Drive-ln, 217 S 12th
ono
administration,
St Murray, KY No
year of expenence with
phone calla.
MySOL adrrianiseatior
NURSE Practitioner or
is required Must have
Physicians Assistant
strong oral and written
2-3
communication Mils, Part-time
daysAveek PO Box
ability to work as a
1040-E Murray. KY
member of a team
42071.
R•spon•Ibiliti•e
Under direction of the PERSONS needed to
prepare income tax
Manager, Applications
Seaeonai
returns
Deveicamerit, support
the institution's acevi- employment We will
train Free tax course
ties related to rabileconfigurattort, Call 753-9204 or 437eon
and
4531
maintenance
upgrades of supported
TIRE Technician need11 disbelief
ed Apply in person.
Application Medlin@
Carroll Two & Wheel
September 28 2007
Alignment 1305 N
To Apply Send loner
12Ih St
of application resume
TRUCK Drivers
and contact 'Montaigne
needed Mgt Class A
for three relerencee to
COI a Reeponetalliee
Assistant
Chair.
wie include hauling
D at•bas• saphaN & other con
Search
or
Administrat
struction materials in
Committ••. maxis dump trucks If
Applications you
those
meet
Development Senates
send
requirements
Support. your mourns or apply in
and
Information Systems. person at 7025 Old
State
Murray
Cairo Road, West
University. 112 III
Paducah KY 42080
Building. Murray. KY
No phone cella
42071-3347 Woman
WE
and monomers are WANTED Tax pr ,rek
encouraged to apply
Monde in, local algoe
Murray SUM UninataRy You provide the aleal an equal irdlioadon ludo. we arcane edu
employmarlf aeon. training and
and
opportunity. MO. M career devMoprnent
antVoyer
Please ail
Gig-7714298

& Clikkers

Calloway County
ictonal History &
Family History
Books
759-4938

Computer
Connection
403 Sycatvre 752-0438
COmpuler SalestService
Neleagielimiasse

7rie;-2-ir;-

lesPrdwiLWRIEdr

PRIME LOCATION' 2
Murray
at
crypts
Gardens
Memorial
inside
side-by-side
2
level
Chapel
(479)750-4811

MOM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service, repairs
759.3558

SATELLITE Systent
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE
ANTIQUES, Call Larry FREE OVA or HIZ)
753-3633
FREE 6
upgrade
BUYING
months of HD program-I
Junk cars. trucks and
ming WHD upgrade
tractors 436-5235
Get months 3 FREE of
Cinemax.
&
BUYING old U S coon HBO
and paper money col- Programming starts at
$29 99 per mo. + 55 00
lections. 293-6999
for local networks Call
CASH paid for
Beasley Antenna &
good, used guns
Satellite for more info
Benson Sporting
759-0901 or toll free
12th,
S.
519
Goods,
877-455-0901
Murray.
TODDLER Firetruck
GOOD used refngera- bed, like new $7500
tors electric ranges. Bed with mattress
gas heaters air condi- $95.00 978-2504
baseboard
tioners
UTILITY trailer. 52787
heaters Used carpetPlayground set $75.
753-4109
492-6337
`• 1 1 1 / 111
.11 ',l I%Ks
it plik-up
-I%
Wad lo Buy

REFRIGERATORS for
+le black Fngiclaire
1st h St itilIMItl`s white
side-by-side
z441111
Whirlpool $250 each
293-7450
•11. •1 1i11..•

1

I
F01 Sea 11111

07 Hot tub, brand new
111 package. 6-7 person,
tots of fins digital,
oionsator water fall,
cover. retail S7.300,
$3,600.
sell
must
(573)300-1031
12X24 storage bulking
velront porch New
$3.900 fine. 49241222
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 elze 4 yellow. 1 etre 8 blue. $150
each. 270-4924614
NEW pool table. never
used. 1slsta . solid
wood, carved wigs. fell.
acc package retails
$4.500, seeing for
sell
$1,500, must
(573)300-1031

L ARGE
SELECTION
usED APPUANCES
WARD-ELKINS
Square Murray

(270) 753-1713
150
Fweldiaes
ANTIQUE table & soft
or, desk (2) 50 Won
fish tanks with standi
227-1347
KITCHEN table eel
leaf and 6 chairs, computer table ivith shelf,
clog ceblnet. queen bed
&emit with heed and
footboard. Kenmore
1r portable dishwasher, 1 yew old.
767-1678

BEACH
I-STORAGE
411 Size Units
Available
'Now Kave
Climate Control

753-3353

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & 'Times

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, Sept. 15, 2007•10 a.m.
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn at Lynn Grove, KY.
From Murray. KY lake Hwy. 94 West to Lynn Grove from Mayfield
take Hwy. 121 South through Coldwater, turn onto Hwy. 1836, folio*
to auction. Merchandise front two different estates and others.
Old spindle hack rocker - maple end & coffee table - sofa - old pictures maple arm chair - 6 wood spindle back chairs - wall ITILITOr - bed - table lamps
- clectm sewing machine - electric heaters - cast iron stool - high chair - wood
& Slone Chi= lid & dasher- 2 mantel vases - old stone pitcher -5 drawer oak
chest - nice wash stand & rack - small glass door wall cabinet - 2 wing back
chairs - round oak table & 2 chairs - like new futon bed and mattress -2 nice
recliners - wood bed - coal bucket - brass candleholders - wall hanger lamp footed silver plate tray - Ethan Allen wall clock - glass pitcher w/ducks on side
- old flat iron - Gnswald bread pan - Roseville mixing bowl • wood Coca Cola
6-pack holder - old meat gnnder - metal lamps & shades - musical red bird camera in box - ClIftstrILIS decorations in box - box of costume jewelry - bowl
& pitcher - cast iron muffin rings - other cast iron pieces - Cuban W.E.P Co.
bowl & pitcher set -2 good soda boxes - wood salmon box - iron kettle & rack
- washer & dryer - rmcrowase & small table - 9x12 rug - quilt - some old glass
& china - pots & pans - small kitchen appliances • serving base table & stool
• office desk & chair - set of Nontake china - pressure spray - spool leg table
- old ice tongs - old cabinet radio - straight chairs - stone jugs & small stone
- wrenches - Delta table saw - nice 3 phase electric welder - 2 showcases - solid state trolling motor - Remington 3006 Woodsmaster Browning auto.
12 p. Rib berrel w/gold trigger - Book 76 Pennies from 1909-1940 - 8 h.p.
Troybilt wood chipper shredder - box of pocket knives -2 row cultivator 3 pt.
- Zippo lighter - 3 axle farm wagon - 10 or more lawn mowers. some runs,
some don't - memorabilia of Bob Wiles & Hank Williams, Jr. -3 pi Bush &
Bog disc - 200 gal. diesel tank and much more.
Nat responsibk for accidents. Lunch available.

DAN MILLER 435-4144. DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS
Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
'My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays '

ESTATE AUCTION
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Saturday, September 15th • Starting at 10:00 A.M.
House No. *10, lit St Hardin, Ky. - The Estate of The Late Ralph W. Keene
'Directions: sal 4402(tormerty Hwy. BO) Intersection turn East towards Hardin.
Turn Right at 4 Way Stop going South Watch tor Auction Signs
fslICTION_COM(11; Corn Sheller. Fishing Equipment, Cast Iron Fish Fryer Railroad Jacks.
Wagon, Yard Carts. Anvil, Lots of Yard & Garden Tools. 2 Wheel Traoler. Gilson Rotary Tiler.
Grinder Wood Lay Hand Toots. Wizard Riding Mower Sri Table Saw. Voce, Grinding Rock.
Shovels. Ppe Wrenches Crow Bars Lincoln Weider Weed Eater Lao:secs Trunk. CB Radio.
Lots of Shop Mosc Ice Cream Freezer Several Noce Lanterns Fshing Poles & Holders. Tiler
Plow Motors Tents. Cangsng Equpment Sausage Grinder Router & Sabre Saw Table. Nuts &
Bolts Bons, Ant Hand Saw Double Bit Axe, Chain Hoost. Wood Clamps, Skill Saw, Coleman
Camp Stove Baseball Gloves & Old Bats Ant Push Plow 45's & 33 Records, Flat Dolly, Masse)
Ferguson Toy Tractor. National Geographic Books. Church Bench. Cast Iron Ppe Sprayer. Gas
Post Lamp, Firewood. Crossbow Corn Knote. Ant Sewing Machine Drawer Cabinet Wrought
non Plant Stands. Concrete Bird Bath Grill Amaria Deep Freeze Washer & Dryer Panergs by
Norma King. Dyeing Frame Old Dodge Rain Truck. Noce Porch Swing. Ant Kitchen Cabinets
Lg Mexico Vase Barbies & Barbie Clothes. Dolls Pots n Pans, Cast Iron Skillets, Egg Plate.
Kitchen Utensils Quilting Pieces Yarn Material Curved Frint Curio Cabinet. Living Room
Furniture Collectible Goss...are Ant Wardrobe. Horse Drawn Equipment. Ant Toys. Quilts Ant
Bedroom Suite Doilies Round Butter Dish Carmel Glass. Christmas Items. Millers. LaroCd
Retro Floor Lamp Brass Items Trinkets OM Dresser wainnor Clothes Rack Moe Cad Red
Chest on Coasters Lg Desk Coffee Table & End Tables, Several Odd rabies. Ashtray Stand.
Stoneware China Set Old Framed Pictures, Walker Lots of Misc Household ttems. Knick
Knacks & Etc Hope to see you there,

HATCHETT REAL ESTATE AUCTION

.

C.K. HATCHET. BROKER 4 AUCTIONEER • BENTON, KY 42025 •(270) 527-2044
imam hatchettrealestateanclauctiontom
AM announcements Made clay of sake take procadanos over all advertised malarial

PM
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NO MINIMUMSI1 NO RESERVATIONS!!
Sat. Se1t.1 Sth, At 10:00 AAA.
A Short Drive West 01 Murray, KY
Near Lynn Grove And Farmington
From Murray, Take Hwy 94 West To 3.5 Miles
Past Lynn Grove To Beech Grove Rd. Turn Lett
And Proceed 1/5 Mile...From Farmington. Take
Hwy 121 SE To Beech Grove Rd. -Hwy 1814"
Turn Right. Proceed To Hwy 94. Cross Hwy 94.
South 1/2 Mile...Signs Posted!!
In 5 Tracts And In Combinations
A Nice Little Farm!
Fronting Beech Groin & Barnett Roads
NOMESITES WOODS - FARM LAND HUNTING
Tract 1 - 1.0 Acres • Tract 2 - 4.0 Acres
Tract 3 -9.0 Acres
Tract 4- 15.6 Acres
Tract 5 - 9.2 Acres
All With Paved Road Frontage
Buy Any incliwousi Tract Combination Of Tracts
Or The Entire P
tY,
mi.Sewn wee A 1111101mm Deposit Or
I
13,1111111.419 Per Tract,Selleree iv 30 Dart
Won by varJaanstitsarrca are-crowe
For New Survey Arse Tract Detalisi
Tres Auction

WIII Ds On Site,

JAMES R. CASH
S27 .
I. $75.

firONEEP I llEAL EDIPOKER

i

Y FARM. KY. 270-623-8466
I C ,'ANCThe
E
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LIKE new cnb. dress
erichanger with hutch
& changing pad $750
436-6202

FEATHERLITE
aluminum flat bed for a 1 ton truck. $1.000
20' gooseneck with
ramps. $2,000. 20'
bumper pun trader with
dove tail. $1.250 16'
bumper pull flat bed
trailer $650 437-4295
227-6611
Anent
SEASONED oak firewood $30 a rick. $50
delivered
270-227-8302

OWNER
F NANCE
98 3BR 28A 15.000
down $645 month 1
acre 72 Sondem*
753-1011
2001 Fleetwood 16010
313R 213k extra nice
270-489-2525
OVERNIIIIENT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TM1E HOME BUYERS, Zero down! Your
'and Of family land
731-5114-412g Ends
August 15

NEW 38R singlewide
on I acre lot, move-in
ready, no rentals
$51.500
(270)978-0921

NICE 2BR trailer No
pets 753-9066

1 OR 2br opts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
1 -Bet Small kitchenette. all utilities furnished, no pets.
Aurora KY Cat
474-2202
IBR,1al appliances furUniversity
nished.
Heights Subdivision
Deposit.
No pets
$325/month 753-4937
or 753-1951
venous locations.
$200-$300 Coleman
RE 753-9898
MR 1 bath duplex on
gad street. washer &
dryer furnished. totally
remodeled. no Pea
S803(Yrnoniti
(270)2934430
213R brick. *kJ hookup
carport Woo No Pets
1355 a month
753-6931 or 293-6070

28R Duplex 1302
Valleywood $425/mo
293-7738 293-1446
2BR duplex, nice,
C/1-1/A, appliances furnished. Venous locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
washer/dryer,
2BR.
dishwasher,
quiet
neighborhood, no pets,
$475/month + deposit
753-0919
4BR 2BA, all appliances. central Fi/A
Coleman RE 753-9898
SOUTHWOOD condominiums_ All appliances included.
767-9948.
FEMALE college students need roommate
in Murray Place.
Everything included.
Contact Gwen 270826-0685, 270-4540585 or Murray Placa
LARGE smoke-free
2BR IBA AN new cabinets and appliances
W D /D W Very clean
and stylish $450 416
N 8th No pets
489-2741
townhouse
LARGE
style apartment 1 large
bedroom with 1 bathroom in the Kirksey
area Beautifully decowasher/dryer
rated
connections and large
country porch No pets
Ideal for single or
young couple $350 per
month
with
$350
deposit For more info,
cal 293-7019
UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
I BR $29000
28R $34000
38R $42500
$100 deposit spec
quakfied spoke, Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221

MOVING SALE
4086 Northwood Dr.
Behind Calm pep
Thurs & Fri 7AM-5PM
Sat 7-1
60 inch TV, computer wit printer & desk. stereo
DVD & VCR players, 100 of movies, cedar bedroom
set, armoire couch, recliners, dinette set. patio table
small kitchen appliances, drills, tent, tools, letting
equip. 2/15 speed new Schwan betas, gun cabinet
Come mid Oar

MOVING SALE
Terry's Decorating
1306-G South 12th St.
Paint & paint supplies: 20-50% oft,
Wallpaper: $2, Borders: $1.
Stocked hardwood: $1/sq.ft
50e/sq.ft.,
Carpet & vinyl pieces: $3-$6
All sales final. 753-3321
3,0
Newtown For Red
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8668
Nouns For Rent
1BR in county. Lease &
deposit. No pets.
753-0728, 994-3308
2 bedroom, win, wood
and tile floors, central
heatiair, smoke & pet
free, very nice. $575
month. Must see,
226-8006
2, 3 & 4BR houses.
Lease
&
deposit
required. 753-4109
28R
IBA, newly
remodeled, no pets.
415 S. 10th. $425
month. 270-293-4602
or 270-435-4602
3 bedroom 1 bath
house $700 month No
pets 293-0139 1304
Kirkwood
38R 1.5BA, immaculate condition. extended lease required, no
pets References and
deposit required. 1116
Fairlane . Dr. $850 per
month. 270-293-4602
or 270-435-4602
3BR IBA home in the
community,
Kirksey
includes washer dryer
hookups, dishwasher,
gas range and refnger
ator with beautiful farm
setting. No pets. $550
per month with $500
deposit required. For
more info, call
293-7019.
3BR 2BA, 3 miles
South
Murray
of
$575/mo. references
Available October trst
753-1221 after 5:00
978-6851
313R foreclosure. Buy
ICH only $19,990. For
listings 800-560-1951
ext. S021

3 bay shop for rent
$450 month Call
753-2905
OFFICE or retail space
available. Pnme location. 753-2905.
293-1480
Seams
AKC Registered Lab
puppies. 2 chocolate, 1
yellow. 437-4327
AKC registered Welc•
Corgi small puppies
Jack Russell Terners
small. & Australian
Shepherd Blue Merles
farm raised, wormed &
shots. Judy Turner
(618)499-1282
(618)672-4778
ANGELFISH, $3 each
270-227-9639
BOARDING
DOG
489-2741.
DOG Obedience
436-2858
PITBULL puppies for
sate. $50 males, $75
females. Call 227-5636
390
Uvula* & Supplies
WHEAT straw $3 pe
bale
270-841-1806
mobile number
3-PARTY
GARAGE SALE
1009 KAYS RD.
Just off of Van
Cleave Rd.
Fri 8 Sat

Collectibles. borne
furnishings. mows
& rnisc

38R, 1-1/2BA, SW.of
town, large yard,
garage door opener.
appliances, $750/mo.
+ deposit, references.
NO PETS 753-7920

YARD
SALE

654 Unerback Rd 4BR
2BA 2 car garage
large rooms No pets
759-1436
COUNTRY cottage
furnished, 3I3R 28A 2
acres 2 miles from
town 2 story $800
226-8085

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

SOT S I OR 1GE
1\111 kltl

270_759-41474
BM a ;1 SS
1-s10101.1

J&I,RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Loaded at . 0 S 46 St

270-436-5496
_270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7538

102 Gilbert St.,
Hazel
Friday
8AM-2PM
Saturday
7AM-'t2PM

GARAGE
SALE
1705 Johnson Blvd.
(off Doran Rd.)
Fri. & Sat.
7AM-11:30AM
DVD player. HP
PhotoSrnart pnnter.
guitar. exercycki,
household items,
men's & women's
clothes, books,
games, puzzles
ESTATE
YARD SALE
1707 ST RT 121
3rd house pest
national guard
Saturday only
7:00AM-?
axe,cher coeds TV.
below lumen tiring
roam knew. dons
IsInd worm* d
cells & ends

530

OPEN HOUSE

glared

Sat, Sept. 15 • 11AM-4PM & Sun., Sept. 16•2PM-5PM
18 Knightsway Dr.
3BR 2BA buck home
2,000 sg.ft., large utility
room, fireplace w/ insert.
Freshly painted & updates.
Large deck. 011/A */ gas
pack. $145,000

270-753-5384 OR 270-759-1078
GARAGE
SALE
1708 Melrose Dr.
Fri., Sept. 14
8AM
household, furniture, collectibles,
clothes, yard
items Tons of
stuff

MULTI
FAMILY
YARD SALE
202 Riviera Cts.
Fri., 9/14&
Sat., 9/15
7AM-7
14f1. boat, lawn vac
Coke collectibles,
entertainment center,
baby items & much
more

OUTDOORSMANS
SPECIAL
2111 Country Rd.
(Southwest Villa)
Fri. • 4PM-7PM
Sat • 7AM-12PM
No Early Sales'
g tistqng

eq. tools 1997
Mercury Mountain,
.
lots of other
indoor,outdoOr

CARPORT SALE
4140 RADIO RD.
Fri & Sat
8AM-5PM
5 party yard sale
Rain or shine

LAKE HOUSE
MOVING
SALE
490 Lakeshore Dr.,
New Concord/
Hamlin
Sat., Sept. 15
7AM-3PM
fumrture, cookware,
dishes, life lockets, Jon
boat, boat motor, fishing poles. outside wood
chairs Cash only.

7:00-3:00

3BR only $262 per
month 5% down 20
years at 8% APR. For
listings 800-560-1951
ext. S891

NICE 28R duplex
Groat No pots 2273054 or 753-7457
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3teidroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vnuchers.
Apply at Mor-Cal Apta
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
°economy
TOO 11 -600-848-6056

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
-Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
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YARD SALE

604 LEE ST.
FRI 9/14
9:30AM-1PM
SAT 9/15
7AM-11AM

Used hods
5 acre cleared land 1/2
mile from Murray.
MLS# 40015 Call Mark
Fredrick RE/Max
978-1880

-OWNER
FINANCING
405 S. 5th St. 3BR
IBA, $2.000 down,
$395 month. 753-2222

PRICE REDUCED!
1607 Kirkwood
Excellent location,
remodeled with
elegant updates,
well maintained
For details...

270.753-8029

FREE

1609 Catalina. 4BR
2BA, large kitchen, 2+
car garage. Appliances
included. MLS# 41000
Call Mark Fredrick
RE/Max 978-1880
227 Jones St., Puryear,
TN. 3BR 1.5BA 1,400 Hill Electric
Since 1986
sq.ft.. recently com24 noun seams
pletely
remodeled.
Res., Corn., & Ind.
931-627-0761,
Licensed & Insured
931-627-1026
All jobs- big or small
38R 1 bath house in
753-9562
Hazel, remodeled
started but needs to
HMI O‘Ks
be finished. Finish this
l'UN I INt,
house and have a total
or I sotu painting
s
Pressure Washing &
cost of under 50k Call
Sealing Decks
for details (270)293Free Estimates
6430
Licensed & Insured
38R 1 58A bnck home
293-6034• 436-2320
Immaculate move-in
condition $119,900
436-2867 Lamb's
1116 Fairlane
Professional Tree
270-293-4602 or
Service. Complete tree
270-435-4602
removal, etc. Insured
3BR 2BA, large lot, 436-5141 A-AFFORD24x24
workshop. ABLE Hauling Clean
Marshall Co.. MLS# Out garages, gutters,
Call Mark junk & tree work
40600
Frednck RE/Max
A-1 Joe's Mower
978-1880
repair pick-up, delivery. 436-2867
4 bedroom brick, 2bath, C/H/A. on 2(015
A-1 Stump Removal
$165.0430 Other listFully insured
ings at
437-3044
allthelistings.com.
AAA HANDYMAN
(270)753-4109
All types of carpentry,
VRECLOSURE! 3BR additions, decks
only $19,990. For list- Hauling, clean up iunk
ings 800-560-1951 ext. Garage, yards,
S020
buildings
NEW
construction. Prompt dependable
FSBO.
116 Free estimates
Thoroughbred Drive, 35 yrs experience
Murray Estates. 4BR Anytime 753-9210
2.5BA, breakfast room, APPLIANCE REPAIR
family room. Floor: SERVICE & PARTS
hardwood, tile, carpet. (270) 293-8726 OR
Nice, priced to sell. 759-5534
753-3966. 293-9747, Chuck Van Buren
752-0624.
CATHY'S
Wallpapenng, Painting,
Cleaning 270- 227Iblercycles 4 ATY's
6606 731-498-8904
REDUCED
price,
2003 Victory Cruiser.
1,507 cc's/92 cubic !Mitchell Bros.
inches. 9,000 miles,
Paving
new tires. Lots of .)„, e,
extras. $7,800. Call
759-0501
705-7692
753-1537
250 Yamaha Viragc
Excellent conditior
RAN'IS
270-227-6606.

Breaktime
Billards, east of
Murray on Hwy. 94
Fri. & Sat.
8AM-?

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at $20
mounted

Call 753-5606

Something for
everyone
11

Bt

Um

s

\iiy I.ocatiom.
%it%('audition
St 5..
irIs siiI
2711-761-1M I.

Linares:4aq

END-OF-SUMMER
Sale!
LAKE ACCESS
1. AC - 134.900
(was $49,900)
wi FREE Boat Slips!
SAVE $15.0001 Great
end-of-season deal on
nicely wooded lake
access SCANKie in premier deveksxnent on
interest
a
spectacular Kentucky
ed in purchasang a farm Lake' Paved
rd. utg
on east side of county
utile Other parade
Minimum of 100 acres
avail at similar savwith house and outings. Cat now 1-930buildings Call David H.
704-3154. x.1508
Miller Realty 753-4573

2002 Pontiac Grand
Am GT Black, grey
leather intenor, moonroof 2 door, 87,000
miles, 15,400. 270752-1178
2001
Black
Ford
Mustang, 42,000 miles
Call (270)559-5272
2001 Pontiac Trans Am
WS6 package Ram Air
hood, leather, T-Tops,
black on black. 87,000
miles.
owner,
1
$11.000.
270-2274605. 270-293-5979
1992 Dodge Spint
105,000 miles, runs
good. $900 437-4499
Wades
05 Dodge Ram, SWB,
41,000 miles, hem,
engine. 20 factory
wheels 114.500
(270)331-0166

CIISTOMS0110020111
0-6 H, 12 ft blade
clearing. fence rows,
underbrushng. ponds.
waterways
19 y7S experience
Or Renfroe
170-2934371*

DAVID'S
Cleaning
04 3/4 ton Chevrole
4x4. Excellent condi- Service. All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences,
tion, bedliner, aluetc. (270)527-7176
minum wheels, 6.0 liter
DNJ HANDYMAN
wichip. Phone
270-978-0565
day, We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
270-436-5695 night.
for
2001 Toyota Tacoma
Painting, siding, roots.
extended cab 80K
decks.
miles, $7,500.
293-5438.
753-2297 or 293-9528
98 S-10 ext. cab.
731-336-2846
1979 Ranchero GT. All
7,174If.
oap Appliances Old Asia(
original, 73,000 actual Metal
Storm At,dow5 Deem
miles, 302 engine, Soap Metal ktomers &Tillers
Farm
E
meet • Car Battens
auto, air, power brakes.
270-227-2864
All papers from new.
FuTRELL'S Tree
$8,500.(731)247-3752
Service
Trimming,
removal,
Services Offered
stump grinding, firewood. Insured
• 489-2839
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
11 \ I I'S WASTE
Mowing, Manicuring,
\1
a MI \l
Landscaping &
weekly & special pickupa
Leaf Vacuuming
trash trailer rentals
Satisfaction guaranteed •construction site cleanups
753-1816 727-0611
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

AMNIA LT
MULTI
PARTY
YARD SALE

NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng •Decks
*Vinyl siding *All
Home Improvements
(270078-2111
Licensed,/Insured

rasing. %wait haling
111.iiihriLr.
\ I It \%
271)-753-2279
BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
while rock
436-2113
Dozer work 8 Track
hoe
BUSY -BEE
Housecleaners.
By
appointment.
Openings
Tues..
Wed.. & Fridays.
Contact 484-1525 or
kygir11290hotmail.co

I. Illossell
Oman diesssgs.
stint sisopsd
easenia.
aw
(11111)311114117$

JOE'S JOBS
'small household
,ili ¼y
%sink.
SLIM II Ii ictttll\
7534344• 227-5644
AIRTAL OP '
MURRAY
r Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Service &
Repair
Owner: Greg Mansfield
(270)293-8480
MILLS & Son
Pressure Washing
vinyl, wood, brick, siding. concrete, decks &
more
270-227-6160

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No job too small.
Pre* estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
SEMI-RETIRED carpenter. Start immediately. 753-9440 R.L.
Woods
SINIMON\•\
11.‘NDIAI \\
‘11)141‘
hal Isom \us
270-519-8570
WILDLIFE
Food Plot
Consultants
•Deer and Turkey
*Custom planting
*Soil testing
*Liming and Fertilizing
*Spraying
•Bedding area Design
and Construction
•Wildlife Trees and
Shrubs Available
(270)293-5519/clays
498-8950/evenings
TRENCHING
731.782-3951
731-336-5288
Ilk Column
FREE puppies to good
home. 2 males, 1
female. Shepherd mix,
293-3531 or 489-2238
FREE to a good home
Friendly 1-1/2 year old
Chocolate Lab/Beagle
mix. Call 752-0299
All Real Estate advrigtised
in the newspaper isr
eel to the Federal Fair
Housing Act of 1968 as
amended, which makes it
illegal to advertise any
preference limitation, or
discrimination based on
race color religion sex
or national origin or an
intention to make any
such preference limitation. or discrimination
This newspaper will not
knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate
which is in violation or the
law Our readers are hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are available on an equal opportuoty basis

Calhoon Construction, LLC
General Contracting
Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007
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lookingBack
ray with a Russian buffet Jack Winter is president of the MCMA
Murray State University Racers lost 18-0 to Delta State in a
football game
40 years age

IV years ape
Published is Incluse

of Robert
Yeartry working on cabinet facings for a new house on Ezell
Road The photo was by Staff
Photovapher Bernard Kane
Births reported include a boy
tip (agisl and Robert kidlen And
a gni to (11/1.4111.1 and 1)1101C1 let

Gary McCoil. son of Mr and
Mrs Herbert McColl of Lynn
(irove. has been promoted to the
rank id sergeant while serving
with the United States Army in

Sept 5. a gul to Shelly And
Wheel Scillion. Sept 6. a boy
to Joanna And Rotten fry and
boy to Kathryn and Alton Gor
don. Sept 9
In soccer games. Murray High
School Lady Tigers won 15-0 over
Lyon County and Calloway Coon
ty Iligh School lady 1-akers won
4 I oct Si Mary's

rell.

letrIAM

Mrs Fred Gingles presented a
prograni on -Survival After Fall
out at a meettng of the North
Murray Homemakers Club held at
the home of Mrs Halle( Dunn
50 years ago
Plc Harold Phillips, son of
Mr and Mrs Earnest Phillips of
Murray. has been assigned to the
11th Airborne I)tvision in Aug%

20 years ago
Published is a picture of CI..
is Olive tossing a tobacco plant
As he and Ike AlIhritten
he
harvested this seat's crop on the
tarm of Ike And his brother. Hal
Ita• 0(46 was by Staff Phimog-

burg. Germany.

Mrs Mavis McCatiush present
ed a report of her attendance at
the School of Missions it lamboth College. at a meeting id the
Women's Society of Christian genic(' of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church The pro-

taphicr David luck
Births reported include a girl
to I .urv And Teresa Enoch. Sept

2 a girl to (Jr and Mrs. James
Vi ( ourtney. Sept 4. a girl to
I Atomic and (den Hams, a girl
to !aniline and Jeff Lill hfeekl.
hs i. ill linty A And Anthony 'Minus
And .1 gill to I C,:11 and SARUM('

Is Your
Wield" was presented by Mrs
McCamish. Mrs W. I Hill And Mrs

gram on "Hoy. Large

Hester Brown
ea years ago

The Calloway County 4 Dior)
Judging leant placed fifth in the
state contest at the Kentucky stale
Fair. Louisville Mcdthers are Dan
Shipley. lack Mayfield and Hoyt
Cleaver Jr with S V his. counts farm agent, as supervisor

ruichet. Sept 9
In high school football games.
Aiwa ay I :Akers Ann 174)7 over
M.idisornille and Murray Tigers
lost 44 12 to Mayfield Cardinals
30 years age
Published is a pic lute of Thomas
Rushing being sworn as a tiers.
InCtilbCf of the Murray Indepen
dent 11(sod of Education by Sheila
Muss of the hoard office Also
inclined is Supt Robert (din Jet

Idek led as officers id Murray
SW Chapter N 414 Order of the

Eastern Star were Edna Parker, wis
thy matron. AG Walton worthy
patron. Mildred Dunn. associate
matron,( ge Williams. associate won. Behar Dill. secretary.

Rushing replace. Kenn)
Humphreys who mused out iif the
district
IM Murray Civic Musur ASSO
italisin kicked off the 19th sea
son on Sept II at the ('niserstBranch of the Bank of Slur
is

trey

libckirtyltiSTI:Vracurer. Vwginia lurches conductress. and
fiances Churchill associate conductress

TodayInNIstory
Its 1hr twit sated Press
loday is 1 hurwlay. swig I
the 256th das .1 2007 Mere Arc
Uri clays left in the sea
loday s Highlight in /fishes
Sept I I 1768 the tusn
pest if the Confederation author.
liTif the lust national election.
uak ( its the
And declared New
1C1111.,141y national capital
On this doe
In 174.9. Mining the final Trench
And Indian Wu the British defeat
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